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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The Revitalising Health and Safety (RHS) Action Point 25 states that the HSE will promote
models of health and safety for small firms through a range of “sector specific” guidance. RHS
notes that over three quarters of respondents to the small firms leaflets suggested that advice
needs to be tailored to the specific needs of their organisation and called for sector specific
guidance. It is concluded that small firms sometimes have difficulty in finding the publications
they need. Accordingly, RHS notes that the HSE will undertake a fundamental review of its
guidance.
A recent study by Corporate Culture suggested that the HSE should develop a suite of
publications structured around sectors and sub-sectors. This was prompted, in part, by the belief
that buyers would prefer material that they can directly identify with and, presumably directly
apply to their business. However, there has been little empirical research regarding the
preferences of employers with respect to the sub-division of HSE publications. A few points can
be drawn from studies that have, usually incidentally, touched upon this issue. Therefore, this
study aims to develop empirical information on employers’ preferences regarding the sub
division of HSE publications.
Literature review
The first part of the study reviewed a selection of market survey and other reports, plus a review
of a small number of web sites used to access H&S information.
Sector classification
Based on the literature reviewed, there is little evidence that Standard Industry Classification
(SIC) drive perceptions. This is not surprising, since there is also no evidence that people
seeking H&S information ever use the SIC system. The question, then, is the extent to which
SIC codes align with self-assigned sector categories. Although there is some alignment between
self-categorisation and SIC codes, the SIC scheme was designed for a very different purpose
and its focus on process means that it does not combine product and role. In fact, in general it
works the other way round, with manufacture, wholesale and retail being top-level headings that
are then broken down (inconsistently) into industries. People therefore seem to think 'vertically'
about their sector, whereas SIC codes are 'horizontal'.
Factors influencing perceived sector
On the specific issue of identification with a sector, perceptions vary. The dominant influence
seems to be the product, but one can infer from studies that the extent of the perceived sector to
which organisations are felt to belong seems to be affected by a range of other factors, such as:
x

The coverage of trade journals;

x

Membership of trade organisations;

x

Coverage of HSE and other publications;

x

Common regulatory frameworks and codes of practice;
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x

The scope of sector-wide initiatives by regulatory or other bodies;

x

Allocation to sectors by insurers etc.

x

Descriptions in common use e.g. in the general media.

Triggers for searches
Our review of research into the motivation of employers to manage health and safety gives rise
to a number of “hypotheses”. Firstly, a number of studies have indicated that a large proportion
of employers are driven by the wish to comply with health and safety regulations. It may be
inferred that the prompt to search for and buy a publication would be the news that the HSE
have issued a new regulation. Accordingly, they may seek out “regulation” based publications.
However, previous research also indicates that many firms, especially smaller firms, prefer very
specific guidance that they can apply to their business with the minimum of interpretation
applied. This arises from their perceived limited ability to interpret regulations and hence the
need for guidance that “directly tells them” what to do. Accordingly, they may have a
preference for guidance that is specific to their sector of business.
Exploratory discussions
The second stage of work included a series of 40 open ended discussions with a sample of
employers with the aim of:
x

Eliciting employers’ perceptions about how they define their areas of business;

x

Identifying the factors influencing these perceptions, and;

x

Developing initial ideas on the re-definition of employer groupings, including what
characteristics are used to delineate employers.

Triggers for seeking guidance and preferred delineation
The majority of respondents search for “general” health and safety publications and hazard or
activity specific guidance, such as VDUs, manual handling, working in confined spaces etc.
These search strategies appear to be linked to a small number of “triggers”. In particular:
x

It appears that many organisations “search” behaviour is driven by a wish to know and
keep up to date with “what is required” of them, or learn about new regulations, and;

x

Respondents also report that they may seek publications in response to an event within
their organisation, such as a new work activity.

In searching for general health and safety guidance the respondents may actually seek guidance
that “tells me everything I need to know for my business”. Thus, they ideally would like the
guidance to be focused on the hazards and requirements for their area of activity. This is
particularly so in the case of smaller organisations that are likely to expect the HSE to provide
guidance that is very specific to them, and hence is more tailored to their activities. In those
cases where the business has a narrow range of hazards / activities, it is expected that a single
publication should suffice. In cases where there is a broader range of hazards/ activities, it is
considered likely that more than one publication may be required.
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Whilst many respondents believe that their SIC code adequately reflects their line of business,
many respondents (from all sectors) do not believe the SIC code adequately reflects their
hazards. This is particularly so in those organisations that have a range of activities or where the
main hazards are not reflected by the organisation’s main activity.
Communicating with employers
The key findings are that:
x

Given that many organisations adopt a passive stance regarding health and safety, the
HSE need to “go to them”;

x

Many respondents use the HSE website to search for publications;

x

Many firms rely on consultants to keep them up to date and advise them of publications;

x

Many firms belong to networks or associations through which they hear of
requirements;

x

The HSE is the first port of call for most respondents.

Some respondents noted that organisations such as BSI and IOSH send regular updates and
bulletins about new developments
Main postal survey results
It appears that there is a clear preference for a single guide that covers what each respondent’s
organisation does. This does appear to reflect a desire for very specific guidance. However,
care must be taken in interpreting this finding, as large and medium sized firms would prefer a
series of hazard specific guides to a series of sector specific guides, whilst small firms would
prefer a single sector guide over a series of hazard specific guides which is their third
preference. It is also clear that regulation specific guidance is a fourth choice, and sub-sector
guidance a fifth choice, although care must be taken in defining what a sector as opposed to a
sub-sector is. This pattern of preferences is broadly consistent across all sectors.
There are at least two factors influencing these expressed preferences, namely company size and
hazard profile. These factors appear to be correlated. Thus, larger firms have a larger number of
hazards, a wider range of work activities and are more likely to agree their hazards can pose a
high risk. It appears that larger firms and those with a wider range of hazards are more likely to
prefer hazard and regulation specific guidance. Smaller firms tend to have a less diverse range
of activities and hazards and hence are more likely to express a preference for a single sector
guide, and less likely to carry out specialist work that presents particular hazards.
Respondents, particularly smaller firms, on average agree that it is feasible to have a single
guide that adequately covers their sector, but they do not consistently agree that their sector
categorisation accurately indicates their hazards. This is not surprising as many respondents
carry out a diverse range of activities and / or carry out a specific activity within a sector, such
as agricultural services or fish farming, or hotel leisure complexes.
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Thus, it appears likely that the diversity of a business, which is correlated with company size,
influences expressed preferences such that the more diverse a business the more likely they
express a preference for hazard or regulation specific guidance, presumably because a single
sector guide may not cover their range of issues. In contrast, a less diverse business, often
small, tends to prefer a single (sector) guide.
40% of respondents cite a need for hazard or activity specific guidance, usually for common
hazards such as noise and manual handling already covered by the HSE. However, there are
important examples of gaps in hazard specific information, applicable to all sectors, including
working at height.
Thus, it appears that HSE publications cannot be simply structured around any one factor, such
as sectors. Rather, it appears that customers need a number of routes into guidance, to be used
depending on the nature of the organisation, particularly the diversity of its activities and
hazards. For example;
x
x

Organisations with a narrow range of activities and hazards tend to prefer a single guide
and believe a single sector guide is feasible;
Organisations with a wider range of activities and hazards, whilst still preferring very
organisation specific guidance, are less likely to accept the feasibility of a single sector
guide and prefer hazard specific guidance to sector specific guidance;

It is pertinent to note that many respondents operate across a variety of sectors, carry out
specialist work with particular hazards or offer services such as training, that are not indicated
by a sector categorisation. There are a myriad number of combinations, with for example, farms
offering leisure services, and manufacturers involved in transport and retail.
This suggests a catalogue of sector specific guidance, covering the majority of what
organisations do in that sector, alongside a series of generally applicable hazard specific guides.
It would appear sensible for sector guidance to cover the common issues in a sector, with
specialist advice on hazards within supplementary hazard or regulation specific guidance.
About 10% of respondents say they have difficulty in identifying relevant HSE publications and
cannot identify guidance for all of the hazards associated with their organisation. A further 20%
of respondents are unsure if they cannot identify pertinent guidance. Thus, nearly 30% of
respondents cite uncertainty. It is apparent that smaller firms find it less easy to identify HSE
publications, are less aware of what regulations apply to them and are less convinced that HSE
guidance is relevant to them.
Whilst the wish to keep up to date is the top prompt for seeking information for “all” firms,
small firms are more likely to be prompted by becoming aware of the danger posed by a hazard
or an accident / near miss. Small firms are less likely to be prompted by HSE publicity or
awareness of a new regulation than larger firms. Inversely small firms are more likely to be
prompted by advice from consultants / customer requests and HSE / LA visits than larger firms.
As regards contact techniques, electronic methods are preferred amongst the vast majority of
respondents with internet access, whilst direct postal techniques are preferred amongst the
minority lacking internet access. Similarly, there is a preference for free publications to be
issued in electronic form, with hard copy a second choice, but hard copy is preferred for priced
publications. Thus, a mixed electronic and hard copy set of publications is required.
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In the case of smaller firms, access to an HSE website and direct mailings are equally important
forms of contact. Adverts are barely mentioned by small firms as a form of receiving
information.
The majority of respondents would be happy to be placed on a mailing list (87%) and receive e
mail updates (71%). 56% express an interest in creating a website customer profile. However,
when considered by company size it is apparent that fewer small firms are interested in creating
a web based customer profile (41%) or an e-mail update service (55%), although the vast
majority (80%) of small firms are interested in being on a mailing list.
A very small fraction advise that adverts are a good way of publicising HSE publications, and,
indeed, the extremely diverse list of trade journals throws doubt on the feasibility of advertising
(except perhaps in a very few key publications such as Construction News).
Evaluation of current HSE information
Sectors gap analysis
A comparison of the sector specific information supplied by the HSE against a list of sectors
indicates that:
x
x
x
x

x
x

x

There are only a few sector guides designed to cover the common issues in a sector,
including construction, farming and charitable work;
There is clearly a large amount of information available for some of the “top” hazardous
sectors such as agriculture, construction, manufacturing and major hazard sites;
In some cases information is available on hazards that are specific to certain sectors /
sub-sector and / or present a particular risk within a sector / sub-sector;
Single general sector level publications are not available for a number of sectors that
account for a very large proportion of the UK workforce, such as financial services,
manufacturing, healthcare, government administration, retail, and professional services;
Some of the sectors that lack a single guide are supported by a large number of issue
specific publications, as in the case of the leisure industry;
There are a large number of information sheets and leaflets for certain sub-sectors such
as plastics. However, other sub-sectors, such as rubber, do not have the same level of
information, and some that are not represented by an IAC1 do not have any leaflets.
No information could be identified for the emergency services or defence industry.

The exception to the first point is the provision of Officewise that does cover many aspects of
office-based businesses. Also, Health and Safety Essentials does cover many common hazards.
Organising for health and safety
It is apparent that:
x

x

1

There is little categorisation of general management material, making it difficult to
identify which publications would comprise a complete suite, and which ones are
specialist;
The Essential of Health and Safety focuses on hazards rather than organising for health
and safety;

Health and Safety Commission, Industry Advisory Committee
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x

x

Little attention is awarded to some of the most common hazards in Essential of Health
and Safety, such as stress and driving, it focuses more on traditional factory hazards
rather than service sector hazards;
There is no route map to guide people to general versus specialist health and safety
management publications.

The exceptions to this include the “starter pack”, which suggests a range of material for new
firms. It is not clear though which of the remaining “general” health and safety material, such as
HSG61, is intended for “general” use or is actually aimed at specific users.
Hazards gap analysis
A comparison of the hazard specific information supplied by the HSE against an A to Z of
hazards indicates that:
x

x
x

x

Generally applicable hazard specific publications are available for many important
hazards, such as dermatitis, asthma, manual handling, slips and trips, vehicles at work,
violence at work, etc;
There are a number of important hazards that apply across sectors for which generic
hazard guidance cannot be readily identified, including working at heights, working on
or near water, needles/ sharps;
In some cases the publication comprises a “report” style of publication (such as the
driving at work item) rather than a “guide” designed for wider consumption and / or
small firms;
In many cases guidance on a hazard that is found in many sectors is contained within
sector level publications and is not readily identifiable from a search of the HSE
catalogue.

Internet facilities
On the one hand, there is a simple route to an A to Z of HSE leaflets and listings of HSGs etc.
This includes sub-sector specific leaflets produced by IACs. However,
x
x
x
x

x
x

The HSE Books website page does not offer a browse facility – it is designed primarily
as an ordering facility;
There is no simple map of HSE publications showing, say, a hierarchy of general and
sector-based information;
The A to Z topic index and free leaflets listing reflect what is available. Accordingly,
there are no links on the free leaflets listing for sectors such as retail.
There is no indication on the web site of whether any information is available for
sectors such as the emergency services. The lack of information is indicated only by its
absence.
More could be made of the publications route through the web site to promote guidance
for the priority areas of the Revitalising Health and Safety strategy.
The A-Z index of topics could lead people to conclude there is no information for their
needs if they are unaware of other parts of the web site. For instance, the occupational
health link does not refer to the free leaflets available (other than drugs and alcohol).

x

Conclusions
The key conclusions are:
x

The expressed customer preference for a single guide is not met by the HSE current
suite of publications;

x

Respondents need a mixture of general and hazard/ sector specific guidance;

x

The design of the HSE website does not match its importance as the most preferred
method of communication;

x

There is an expectation that the HSE will identify the publications that are relevant to an
organisation and, indeed, advise organisations of their guidance needs.
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1 INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

The HSE publish an extensive catalogue of publications. The profile of these publications tends
to reflect the HSE’s role in advising upon and enforcing regulatory compliance. Accordingly a
large number of publications are “regulation” specific. In those cases where the HSE recognise
that a certain sector or sub-sector of business require sector specific guidance, one or more
supplementary publications may be developed for that sector.
The HSE also developed “campaign oriented” publications and “awareness raising” materials,
in support of current HSE initiatives. Finally, specialist publications may be issued arising from
research or to address highly specialised topics. These may be sector specific or generic.
A common feature of these publications is that the need for these publications originates from
the work and objectives of the HSE, albeit with consultation with industry and based on the
HSE’s understanding of employers’ needs. Nonetheless, they could be defined as “producer”
driven publications. This may be compared with the concept of buyer driven publications,
wherein the range and profile of publications is driven by market research regarding the
perceived needs of buyers.
A recent study by Corporate Culture suggested that the HSE should develop a suite of
publications structured around sectors and sub-sectors. This was prompted, in part, by the belief
that buyers would prefer material that they can directly identify with and, presumably directly
apply to their business. There have also been a number of other studies that have suggested that
a large proportion of firms would prefer sector specific guidance rather than generic guidance,
although opinion was split on this point.
In addition, the Revitalising Health and Safety (RHS) Action Point 25 states that the HSE will
promote models of health and safety for small firms through a range of “sector specific”
guidance. RHS notes that over three quarters of respondents to the small firms leaflets
suggested that advice needs to be tailored to the specific needs of their organisation and called
for sector specific guidance. It is concluded that small firms sometimes have difficulty in
finding the publications they need. Accordingly, RHS notes that the HSE will undertake a
fundamental review of its guidance.
However, there has been little empirical research regarding the preferences of employers with
respect to the sub-division of HSE publications. A few points can be drawn from studies that
have, usually incidentally, touched upon this issue. Therefore, this study aims to develop
empirical information on employers’ preferences regarding the sub-division of HSE
publications.
1.2

Aims of this study

It is expected that the study will be used to decide:
x

Whether the targeting of HSE publications could be improved by use of alternative
identifying characteristics?

x

What are the best identifying characteristics for grouping employers?

x

How does the HSE series of publications need to be re-scoped to improve their
applicability and accessibility?
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x

What are the most effective channels for communicating with these groups?

The conclusions need to be applicable to firms of different sizes. The possibility of delineating
people by occupations rather than industrial activity should be explored.
Table 1 Issues explored by the study
x

How do employers’ identify themselves, and what groupings if any arise from such
identification?

x

Are there particular occupational groups or professions to whom HSE’s guidance could
be more effectively addressed?

x

What are these new or emerging groupings?

x

What information sources are most used / considered the most reliable by the groupings
identified?

x

Areas of HSE publications where the scope and applicability needs improvement.

x

Should people be delineated by profession / occupation rather than by industrial activity?

x

Do these groupings apply to firms of different sizes?

1.3

Scope of this report

Stage 1: Literature review
Stage 1 involves a literature review and evaluation of existing research. We have collated
available information on how employers identify themselves and their concerns about the scope
and applicability of HSE publications. This identifies some initial lines of enquiry.
We have developed a “model” of factors regarding how employers identify themselves. This is
used to guide the questions and issues explored in the remainder of the study.
Stage 2: Exploratory discussions
This stage included:
x
x

Developing a discussion proforma based on the outcome of the literature review;
Completing discussions with a cross section of employers, from a variety of sectors and
sizes of firms. The selection of firms would include those sectors identified in the literature
review as reporting “accessibility” and “applicability” problems.

Stage 2 involved carrying out 40 interviews with employers. The aims of stage 2 included:
x
x

Eliciting employers’ perceptions about how they define their areas of business, and;
Identifying the factors influencing these perceptions.

2

We developed initial ideas on the re-definition of employer groupings, including what
characteristics are used to delineate employers and categorise the resultant groupings.
Stage 3: Main postal survey
A postal survey has been completed of all sectors and sizes of firms, exploring how they label
themselves and their preferences for different types of publications.
Stage 4: Evaluation of HSE publications
The current suite of HSE publications and communication methods have been compared with
the findings of this study.
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2 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
2.1

Introduction

This Section of the report presents the results of our review of a selection of market survey and
other reports agreed with the HSE, plus a review of a small number of web sites used to access
H&S information. Insights relevant to the current project are summarized below and a short
summary of each report is included in Appendix 1 Literature Review.
We have reviewed two types of literature, namely;
x
x

Research and evaluations that specifically address the issue of how employers
categorise themselves and how they perceive HSE publications, and;
Previous research regarding the factors that motivate employers to manage health and
safety.

Research on the factors motivating employers has been briefly reviewed on the basis that you
can infer employers potential “search strategies” for publications from such research. Our
review is restricted to those factors that may influence their search behaviour for publications.
These factors may help to predict employers’ perceived needs and their search strategies. We
have therefore drawn on research exploring motivations and will test the following by
interview.
As far as the research permits, the implications for the HSE’s approach to delineating guidance
have been identified.
2.2
2.2.1

Findings
The SIC Coding System

Based on the literature reviewed, there is little evidence that SIC codes drive perceptions. This
is not surprising, since there is also no evidence that the vast majority of people seeking H&S
information ever have to use the SIC system. The question, then, is the extent to which SIC
codes align with self-assigned sector or other organisational categories.
The SIC system was developed internationally after the war, primarily to allow economic data
to be collected consistently by different bodies. There are a range of possible bases for
grouping organisations, the two main economic ones being process (eg. similarity in activity or
production process) and market (eg. similarity in use or other parameter that defines market
groupings). SIC codes are optimised for economic purposes and not as a general-purpose sector
reference, although they have been used in that way in the absence of an alternative system and
are often used by market researchers to select sub-sets of businesses.
The UK and systems used by other countries have been revised over the years to reflect changes
to economies and international trade groupings. NAICS in the US, Canada and Mexico and
ANZSIC in Australia and New Zealand replaced national schemes. The UK SIC system was
generally brought into line with the EU's NACE scheme in 1980. The latest revision to the UK
SIC codes (SIC 92) followed NACE revision 1 in 1990.
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Alignment between SIC Codes and Sector Self-Descriptions
Based, for instance, on the analysis of self-descriptions in EuroView (2001) (see Appendix 1)
and inspection of interview results in other references, many organisations or departments seem
to relate most clearly to a classification based on a hierarchical combination of firstly product or
industry and then role eg. plastics/manufacturer, IT/Consultancy or local government/council.
Even cursory examination of the SIC hierarchy shows that there are real problems with face
validity in applications such as information search tasks, in that the coverage is very uneven and
position in the hierarchy is not indicative of significance or sector size. 'Private Households
with Employed Persons', for instance, is a top-level category.
Leaving questions of perceived validity aside, although there is some alignment between self
categorisation and SIC codes, the SIC scheme was designed for a very different purpose and its
focus on process means that it does not combine product and role in the way those looking for
H&S information do. In fact, in general it works the other way round, with manufacture,
wholesale and retail being top-level headings that are then broken down (inconsistently) into
industries. People therefore seem to think 'vertically' about their sector, whereas SIC codes are
'horizontal'.
Comparison between customer base and national SIC statistics
One study (Equifax, 2001) compared HSE customer data with its national statistical database.
Two characteristics were assessed: geographical location and SIC code (2 digit level). As far as
location is concerned, the study concluded that the HSE had a high propensity of customers in
Southern and Eastern England. There was a high tendency for customers to be from the
education and health & vetinary sectors, and a propensity towards manufacturing, mining and
transport classifications. On the other hand, the retail and service sectors seem to be under
represented.
2.2.2

What drives perceptions of belonging to a sector?

The 'organisation' does not have a perception, so it is the individual perceptions of those seeking
H&S information that are important. On the specific issue of identification with a sector,
perceptions may vary. The dominant influence seems to be the product, but one can infer from
interview results that the extent of the perceived sector to which organisations are felt to belong
seems to be affected by a range of other factors, such as:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

The coverage of trade journals;
Membership of trade organisations;
Coverage of HSE and other publications;
Common regulatory frameworks and codes of practice;
The scope of sector-wide initiatives by regulatory or other bodies;
Allocation to sectors by insurers etc.
Descriptions in common use e.g. in the general media.

Sector identity tends to be particularly strong where there are a relatively small number of
organisations with similar processes and interests. Paper and Board manufacturers are an
example, and a recent study (Greenstreet 2002, in preparation) has investigated the
characteristics of such 'tight' sectors that make for effective targeting of H&S information and
improvement initiatives.
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Some of the surveys ask respondents what triggered their interest in obtaining the HSE
publication that was the subject of the research. 'New awareness' is a common trigger,
particularly for SMEs, and that awareness often came through trade magazines or trade
association journals. This is therefore another mechanism whereby memberships and
subscriptions shape perceptions of sector boundaries.
2.2.3

Information needs

Taken together, the market research reports suggest that information needs or, perhaps more
importantly in the context of the current study, the way people conceptualise their information
needs varies significantly depending on the individual's role and the size of the company.
A pattern is emerging from our evaluation of the surveys covered in this literature review is that
advice on ‘things everyone should know’- typically about hazards – is well received. Advice on
‘things managers should know’ is also well received. All companies want information on
legislation, but it seems that the level of complexity of what they can deal with varies depending
on resources etc.
Larger companies are far more likely to employ a specialist H&S manager or advisor. H&S
professionals are more likely to come with a H&S knowledge base that is generic and oriented
around processes and legislation, which is then applied to the context of the organisation
employing them.
Taken as a whole, the literature reviewed seems to suggest that they are often looking on the one
hand for information that keeps their knowledge up to date, particularly on legislation. They are
comfortable with detail, indeed they want publications that are comprehensive, and do not
generally rate 'industry specific' so highly as a desirable characteristic in publications for their
own use. However they also order H&S material for other people in the organisation, for
instance to use during training courses, in which case they may well be looking for material
with a more obvious relevance.
Managers need specific guidance for their role in managing H&S, but this may not need to be
sector specific. However managers in smaller companies particularly and staff more generally
perhaps start with a knowledge base that is more production-centered, and information that
passes the test of relevance to that process is much more likely to be considered. Where the
person doing the screening has less time and H&S expertise - more often true of SMEs - the
relevance to the specific industry must be more clearly spelt out.
2.2.4

Subject of Guidance

Each of the market research reports reviewed for this study had a different focus, but in the
course of collecting the specific data required each has contributed to building up a wider
picture of user needs. Detailed assessment is not within the scope of the present study, but it is
perhaps worth pointing out that a re-examination of the statistics may reveal new and valuable
insights.
Based on the data in Euroview (2001) and other reports, it is possible to categorise publications
so that both the target audience and the breadth of coverage are more obvious than they are
under the current catalogue classifications. There are different ways to do this and of course
none is perfect, but based on our review one useful distinction might be between publications
targeted at those with more senior management responsibility, H&S professionals and those
who would see themselves primarily as production or support staff.
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Management series: H&S management; requirements for corporate systems; creating safety
culture; corporate responsibilities; the manager's role (sometimes specific to a type of post).
H&S professional series: reference information; guides to regulations and compliance; issues
associated with types of working environment; best practice templates; the H&S Manager's role;
workbooks and training material.
Trade and industry series: risk assessment in particular industries; hazards relevant to
particular crafts or professions; information on managing specific hazards; raising awareness of
specific hazards; individual responsibilities.
2.2.5

Insights from Coverage of other Sources of H&S Information

UK and internationally, there are a wide range of sources of H&S information available through
a wide range of media, including hardcopy, CD ROM and Internet. Insights helpful to the
current project can be gained by examining the coverage of the information and the indexes and
search facilities provided. The market for H&S information, particularly training and current
awareness materials is very competitive and the approaches of the main players have evolved to
meet user perceptions.
These are commercial organisations of course, so only material with a significant market will be
prepared. Croner - 'the most common means of keeping up to date on [UK] legislation2 - for
instance publishes a combination of:
x
x
x
x

'A to Z' reference guides e.g. Carcinogens Guide, Substances Hazardous to Health; First
Aid Guide;
Guides to regulatory frameworks e.g. COSHH, Hazard Information and Packaging;
Specific hazard management guides e.g. asbestos risk management;
Manuals for specific H&S roles e.g. laboratory managers.

These types of material are broadly similar to those revealed by survey work as described
above.
2.2.6

Online Information Systems

As noted above, H&S information is available through a wide range of media, including
hardcopy, CD ROM and Internet. The indexes and search facilities provided for users have
been refined over time. Ease of access is a key factor in retaining or expanding market share
anywhere that the product is information, so again a study of these sources provides a useful
benchmark for the HSE's information service.
HSE’s competitors (in the provision of H&S information) break down the market into sectors
for marketing purposes. This would provide the HSE with another benchmark for its own
system.
US OSHA web site search again provides a number of ways in, including keyword. Of
particular interest is a feature that allows users to call up a list of the most frequently cited
OSHA standards according to a combination of jurisdiction, size of company and SIC code (see
http://osha.gov/oshstats/std1.html).
2

Benchmark (2000). Occupational Health & Safety Survey 2000.
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Business directories such as Kelly & Thomson do not use SIC codes, although there are cross
references available. Notable that Kelly, for instance, does not organize hierarchically on web
(see http://www.kellysearch.com/search.asp) although it does in hard copy. The top 10 search
terms are:
Industry
Computer
Food
Packaging
Plastic
Pump
Rubber
Steel

Role
Engineer
Manufacturer

Most surveys categorised industries but seem to have found that 6-8 categories were adequate
for analysis purposes.
2.2.7

Opportunities on the Internet

Several surveys mentioned web sites as a favoured means for assessing HSE information on
demand and one recent survey of H&S contacts discovered that 56% of respondents use the
Internet already to access H&S information3.
Emails may also have a role, allowing the HSE to send companies updates on legislation etc.
and promote its literature. However anecdotal evidence suggests that long emails or
attachments are not well received, and so targeting will have to be improved compared to
newsletters and broad scope mail shots. Modern technology allows recipients easily to sign up,
and define and update an interest profile via a web site. There may, of course, be a difference
between customers interest profiles and the profile of information that the HSE believes they
should receive, but profiles could be more complex than can be built up during web site
enquiries.
Also, web based systems tend to learn what search words to associate and thus become
'smarter'. Paper based systems are inflexible, and also suffer from the need to have strong face
validity. They have to be consistent with the way users think they and other users search, or
perhaps even think that is the way they should search, whereas web based systems are hidden
and need not conform to these constraints.
On the other hand, people are becoming much more used to using on-line engines that allow
searches either through hierarchical directories or by searching for keywords. Most people, for
instance, familiar with Amazon.co.uk and the Google search engine, both of which allow the
user to browse by category as well as being able to use search terms including logical operators
(AND, NOT etc.).

3

Benchmark (2000). Occupational Health & Safety Survey 2000
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2.3

Factors motivating health and safety management

Wright (1996) completed a review of research into the factors that motivate employers to
manage occupational health and safety. The Evaluation of Good Health is Good Business
(Wright et al, 1999) identified the factors prompting concern of occupational health risk
management. These studies identify a number of key drivers, including;
x

A wish to comply with regulations;

x

Satisfaction of moral and social expectations, and;

x

Avoidance of adverse publicity from poor health and safety management.

These drivers and the inferred implications for employers “search” behaviour are summarised
below.
The most commonly cited reason for companies to undertake health and safety initiatives
(amongst all sizes of organisation) is the need to comply with regulations. This is based on a
belief that it is necessary and morally correct to comply, rather than fear of prosecution (Wright
1998). It could be inferred that this group of “regulation driven” employers will search for
publications helping them comply with specific regulations. Accordingly, they might await the
publication of new regulations and thence seek information on the regulation. In this way they
would be “passive” audience dependent on the HSE to publicise new regulations.
The fear of loss of corporate credibility is a particularly important factor for high risk or high
profile organisations where the perceived likelihood of adverse reactions amongst key
stakeholders gives them a greater fear of adverse publicity. This may lead to a variety of search
strategies/perceived needs based on the wish to ensure that the company’s general approach to
health and safety management is effective. That is, it could be inferred that they might seek
guidance regarding general management arrangements and/or guidance that applies to all
hazards and activities. Accordingly they might seek general guides rather than regulation or
hazard specific guidance.
Wright (1998) also describes a moral element to motivation when companies perceive a
significant risk posed by a hazard. In this circumstance it is possible that employers will search
for publications relating to hazard(s). This might suggest employers will search out publications
that relate to the hazard, regardless of whether the awareness of this hazard arises from action
by the HSE or from wider societal influences.
It was also noted that there are a series of mediating factors, that moderate an employers ability
to manage health and safety. These include:
Perceived degree of health and safety risk associated with company activities, and;
Perceived ability to understand and manage health and safety.
In the case of low risk companies that believe they do not have a high level of health and safety
expertise, they express a wish for simple and readily applicable guidance that does not incur a
high cost. Ideally they require guidance that is directly applicable to their work. Past research
suggests that many SMEs fall into this category due to the lack of specialist health and safety
staff. It is possible to infer from this that these employers would prefer very specific guidance
that they can apply with the minimum of interpretation, such as sector or hazard specific
guidance.
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Finally, past studies have also noted that risk perception is an important factor. Employers are
less likely to seek out guidance on a hazard that they do not regard to be significant or which
they are unaware off. Given that the HSE are often the source of publicity about hazards, it is
possible that the search for guidance on hazards will be influenced by HSE initiated publicity.
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3 EXPLORATORY DISCUSSIONS
3.1

Introduction

The aims of this stage of work included:
x

Eliciting employers’ perceptions about how they define their areas of business;

x

Identifying the factors influencing these perceptions, and;

x

Developing initial ideas on the re-definition of employer groupings, including what
characteristics are used to delineate employers.

The work included:
x

Developing a discussion proforma based on the outcome of the literature review – as
shown in Appendix 2;

x

Completing discussions with 40 employers, from a variety of sectors and sizes of firms.

x

The discussions were semi-structured and exploratory. That is, whilst they were guided
by a proforma, the interviewer used a probing open ended questioning technique to
identify the factors and reasoning behind respondents opinions.

The types of organisations interviewed included:
x

Eight manufacturers;

x

Four public sector organisations;

x

Five retail, hotel, travel and transport firms;

x

Seven business service organisations;

x

Two architects;

x

Five building / construction;

x

Two health and safety consultants;

x

Four trade associations, and;

x

Three agricultural firms.

A variety of small, medium and large firms were interviewed.
3.2
3.2.1

Key Findings
Search terms and triggers for search

The majority of respondents search for general health and safety publications and hazard or
activity specific guidance, such as VDUs, manual handling, working in confined spaces etc.
These search strategies appear to be linked to a small number of “triggers”, as discussed below.
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Keeping up to date with what is required
It appears that many organisations “search” behaviour is driven by a wish to know and keep up
to date with “what is required” of them, or learn about new regulations. In addition, there
appears to be an expectation that the HSE should or will alert them to publications that apply to
them and/or the issue of new regulatory requirements. Indeed, a large number of respondents
display a reactive approach to HSE publications, seeking out publications when they are made
aware of something new.
Incidents and changes within the organisation
Respondents also report that they may seek publications in response to an event within their
organisation that alerts them to the need to acquire guidance. Such events include:
x

A new activity entailing new hazards for which they need guidance;

x

A near miss or incident;

x

A change in management.

In these cases they would seek out guidance that may be activity or hazard specific, in the case
of a new activity, or general in the case of advising new management of health and safety
requirements. In either case the respondents are prompted by a concern for the health and safety
of their employees to seek out HSE guidance on precautions, with the presumption that HSE
guidance constitutes “what they need to do” to safeguard employees.
Sector specific vs generic guidance
In searching for general health and safety guidance the respondents may actually seek guidance
that “tells me everything I need to know for my business”. Thus, they ideally would like the
guidance to be focused on the hazards and requirements for their area of activity. This is
particularly so in the case of smaller organisations who are likely to expect the HSE to provide
guidance that is very specific to them, and hence is more tailored to their activities.
In those cases where the business has a narrow range of hazards / activities, it is expected that a
single publication should suffice. In cases where there is a broader range of hazards/ activities, it
is considered likely that more than one publication may be required. Indeed, it appears that more
detailed guidance is expected for those activities/ hazards that pose a relatively high risk for an
organisation. Thus, respondents appear to wish for a mixture of general guidance for common
issues and more specific guidance for particular issues that pose a higher risk or are uncommon.
The interviews provide some examples, including;
x

A local authority administration unit perceived itself as a low risk “office based”
environment for which a simple guide to office based health and safety was sufficient;

x

A beer manufacturer also owned a number of pubs for which those sought guidance on
working in cellars and confined spaces.
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It is important to appreciate what is meant by the word “general”. It appears that respondents
use the term to mean information that can be applied generally. Thus, this may be general
information on a hazard, or general information on a sector that all organisations in that sector
can apply.
3.2.2

Preference for general, hazard, sector or regulation specific information

It is clear that there is a mixed response to the question of whether information should be
general, sector, hazard or regulation specific. All options are preferred by some respondents,
with an approximately even split amongst this small sample.
3.2.3

Identification of “sectors”

SIC codes
Whilst many respondents believe that their SIC code adequately reflects their line of business,
many respondents (from all sectors) do not believe the SIC code adequately reflects their
hazards. This is particularly so in those organisations that have a range of activities or where the
main hazards are not reflected by the organisations main activity. For example:
x

A local authority may encompass refuse collection, maintenance and office based work
– hence an office base classification fails to capture the hazards posed by (say) refuse
collection;

x

A car sales company also did repairs and servicing, which it regarded as posing the
greatest risk to people;

x

A firm classed as a software consultancy installed cabling and hence experienced a
working at height risk;

x

A consultancy visited oil rigs;

x

A consultancy operated a laboratory;

x

A builder had members of the public (potential customers) on site to view houses;

x

A firm classed as a recruitment agency sent care workers into residents homes, hence
creating risks over and above those normally associated with a recruitment agency;

x

The use of mopeds may comprise the main risk at a pizza delivery restaurant – which
may not be reflected by its classification as a restaurant.

Identification by comparison
It appears that organisations classify themselves, for health and safety purposes, according to
their hazard profile. Their hazard profile is, in turn, dependent on the range of activities/ work
environments within their organisation.
Many respondents do associate themselves with other organisations. The factors that appear to
underpin cross comparison include:
x
x
x

Common activities;
Common regulators/ regulations;
Common “ownership” – such as a franchise.
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It is apparent that whilst many respondents are keen to compare themselves with alike
organisations, the potential for benchmarking is constrained by the perceived commonality of
organisations within a sector, and the diversity of an organisation’s business. In some cases
respondents made very specific suggestions for benchmarking, such as benchmarking pubs, as
opposed to benchmarking more generally within catering.
Identification by client
It is apparent that some organisations define their sector in terms of their clients’ line of
business rather than their own, particularly in the case of business-to-business organisations. For
example:
x
x
x
3.2.4

Architects (a professional service) classed their sector as construction;
Consultants operating in the oil and gas sector class themselves accordingly;
Trainers operating across sector class themselves as multi-sector.
Feedback on HSE publications

On the positive side many respondents indicated that they did not encounter great problems in
identifying publications on specific issues, such as fork lift trucks. However, many respondents
indicated that they had problems finding “general” guidance. This was in part because the
information on general health and safety is so vast they find it difficult to know where to start.
Indeed, some respondents used consultants because they felt that the level of regulation was too
wide for them to cope with. Some respondents suggested that the HSE should provide more
support on what guidance they should be looking at. The health and safety consultants
suggested that it was easy for them to identify HSE information because they knew what they
were looking for, whilst their clients would not, reinforcing the idea that “uninformed”
customers have difficulty identifying material.
3.2.5

Communication channels

The key findings are that:
x

Given that many organisations adopt a passive stance regarding health and safety, the
HSE need to “go to them”, i.e. the HSE need to advertise and promote their publications
as many organisations are unlikely to proactively seek them out.

x

Many respondents use the HSE website to search for publications;

x

Many firms rely on consultants to keep them up to date and advise them of new
publications;

x

Many firms belong to networks or trade associations through which they hear of new
requirements;

x

The HSE is the first port of call for most respondents who wish to acquire health and
safety guidance.
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Some respondents noted that organisations such as BSI and IOSH send regular updates and
bulletins about new developments. It was also suggested that new business should be sent an
information pack that covers all essential health and safety guidance. Finally, some respondents
indicated that small employers may not be aware of what guidance they need and hence it is
unreasonable to expect them to seek it out.
3.3

Initial conclusions

The key conclusions are:
x

The range of activities and hazards associated with an organisation’s business is a key
factor in determining their search behaviour for publications and how they identify
themselves vis a vie industry groupings;

x

The SIC codes do not necessarily map on the hazard profiles of organisations;

x

The desire for general vs hazard/sector specific guidance varies between organisations
according to a small number of considerations, including the range of hazards/activities,
the degree of risk posed by hazards and the commonality of hazards, the size of
organisations;

x

Respondents need a mixture of general and specific guidance;

x

Many organisations use the internet for searches, suggesting that more use could be
made of web based facilities to help customers find pertinent publications;

x

There is an expectation that the HSE will identify the publications that are relevant to an
organisation and, indeed, advise organisations of their guidance needs;

x

Many respondents encountered difficulties in identifying and searching HSE
publications.

It is important to appreciate what employers may mean by the term “specific”. This term is
used, outside of this study, to refer to sector specific and hazard specific guidance. It appears
from the exploratory discussions that employers may use the term to mean guidance that is
specific to the health and safety issues associated with their business. This implies that the
guidance should cover all (or nearly all) of the health and safety issues at that business and
should not address irrelevant issues. Thus, the term “specific” may be used (and understood) to
refer to guidance that covers general health and safety matters, all hazards and regulations that
relate to that business.
3.4

A model of potential search behaviour

The review of past research and the initial discussions suggests that employers may adopt a
variety of search strategies, depending on the nature of their business and the driver for concern
at that moment in time. We have translated this review into a “predictive” model of search
behaviour that can be used to develop hypotheses for testing in the subsequent field research.
The “model” envisages that there are three distinguishing characteristics of firms that interact
with the main drivers for health and safety (regulations, moral responsibility, business
reputation), namely:
x

Their level of health and safety expertise – which is partly dependent on company size;

x

The uniqueness or commonality of their hazards, activities and operations;
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x

The importance of health and safety for their business – which is moderated by the
actual and perceived risk posed by company activities.

The possible interaction of these factors is outlined below in the form of a set of hypothesis.
Hypothesis 1: Compliance driven search behaviour
“Compliance driven” employers would await news of new regulations and thence search
guidance from the HSE.
Hypothesis 2: Need for sector specific guidance
To the extent that a firm regards themselves to operate within a “special” sector they may desire
sector specific guidance on the regulation. Firms lacking in-house health and safety expertise
may seek simpler guidance that they can apply with the minimum of interpretation, such
guidance may be sector specific or “simple” generic guidance that briefly “tells them everything
they need to know”, especially if they regard themselves to be low risk. Firms with a broad
range of activities may expect to need a range of specific publications.
The extent to which firms regard themselves as falling into a discrete sector may depend on:
x

The similarity of the work activities between organisations;

x

The similarity of the hazards within their sector and the extent to which their hazards
and risk controls differ from other sectors;

x

The importance of a hazard, i.e. if the hazard poses a particular risk in that sector they
may desire sector specific guidance;

x

The size of the sector – wherein smaller sectors are more likely to form discrete groups.

Thus, firms may desire sector specific guidance for a variety of reasons, including perceived
special status of their sector, lack of in-house expertise or perceived low level of risk.
Firms with higher level of health and safety expertise, such as larger firms, have a greater
capacity to interpret general guidance, and are thus are likely to accept general (regulation based
or hazard based) guidance.
Hypothesis 3: Individual (job based) information needs
Many customers are individuals who perform a specific role, such as a manager, who wishes to
have guidance that applies to their job. In this case the person tends to wants to know everything
they need to know that applies to their job. This may comprise hazard based or role based
guidance.
Hypothesis 4: System based information needs
Some employers are driven by the wish to ensure they have an adequate management system in
place for health and safety, particularly if they are high profile or high hazard organisations. In
this case they may seek general guidance that covers the entire scope of health and safety.
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3.5

Emerging ideas

3.5.1

Web based tools

It is suggested that internet based tools would help meet the need to enable customers to search
for publications that link to their work environments. That is, the HSE could develop a web
based search engine that allows customers to enter, using tick boxes, a profile of their work
environment that links to a listing of pertinent HSE publications. Such a facility could also be
used to develop a customer profile that is used by the HSE to mailshot customers by post or e
mail about new publications that may be of interest to a customer. Publishers such as Amazon
commonly use such a tool. Such a tool could also be used to develop a relational database of
customer profiles and purchases.
3.5.2

Paper based catalogues

It would appear useful to provide a paper based “matrix” of publications against
activities/hazards that customers can use to identify pertinent publications.
3.5.3

Rationale for new HSE publications

It may be appropriate to develop a suite of “essentials” guidance documents that cover the
common hazards and health and safety requirements for each “sector”. Such guidance could
reference more specific guidance and/or provide a checklist of activities that enable readers to
identify other pertinent specific guidance. The literature review and initial exploratory
discussions would suggest that such “sectors” should be based on the commonality of hazards
and activities. Some examples may include:
x
x
x
x
x

Hospitals – health care;
General manufacturing
Construction;
Office based businesses;
Retail.

A suite of essentials guidance could be augmented by a series of specific guides that:
x

Address, on an industry basis, hazards that are a particular risk in a sector – such as
animal related hazards in agriculture;

x

Address on a cross-industry basis hazards that are a particular risk which many sectors
may encounter within sub-activities or on an exceptional basis, such as working at
height;

x

Address on a job specific basis exceptional issues, such as laboratory management in
schools.
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4 MAIN SURVEY
4.1

Introduction

4.1.1

Aims

The literature review and exploratory discussions suggested that the main survey should:
x

Quantitatively “test” the factors reported to underpin how employers delineate themselves;

x

Test the factors that underpin the desire for general vs specific guidance;

x

Identify the organisational features that are correlated with how employers delineate
themselves and their desire for specific guidance;

x

Explore access to internet and interest in internet based profiling/ search engines / mailing
lists;

x

Test the level of interest in role specific guidance;

x

Explore communication routes, such as trade journals.

There was no reason from literature review and exploratory discussions to exclude any group of
employers from the survey.
4.1.2

Questionnaire design

The questionnaire has 6 parts, as follows:
1. Organisational characteristics and hazard profile;
2. Triggers that prompt search for health and safety information;
3. Terms that would be used to search for publications;
4. Expressed preference for specific guidance vs general guidance, including questions
exploring what is meant by specific guidance;
5. Expressed interest in new HSE web based and paper based search facilities and
publications;
6. What journals etc do you read?
4.1.3

Sample structure

A semi-structured survey of all sectors and sizes of organisations in the public and private sector
has been completed. The sample was selected to be in proportion to the size of each sector and
company sizes.
A questionnaire is shown in Appendix 3 postal questionnaire.
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4.2

Summary

4.2.1

Discussion

It appears that there is a clear preference for a single guide that covers what each respondent’s
organisation does. This does appear to reflect a desire for very specific guidance. However,
care must be taken in interpreting this finding, as large and medium sized firms would prefer a
series of hazard specific guides to a series of sector specific guides, whilst small firms would
prefer a single sector guide over a series of hazard specific guides which is their third
preference. It is also clear that regulation specific guidance is a fourth choice, and sub-sector
guidance a fifth choice, although care must be taken in defining what is a sector as opposed to a
sub-sector. This pattern of preferences is broadly consistent across all sectors.
There are at least two factors influencing these expressed preferences, namely company size and
hazard profile. These factors appear to be correlated. Thus, larger firms have a larger number of
hazards, a wider range of work activities and are more likely to agree their hazards can pose a
high risk. It appears that larger firms and those with a wider range of hazards are more likely to
prefer hazard and regulation specific guidance. Smaller firms tend to have a less diverse range
of activities and hazards and hence are more likely to express a preference for a single sector
guide, and less likely to carry out specialist work that presents particular hazards.
Respondents, particularly smaller firms, on average agree that it is feasible to have a single
guide that adequately covers their sector, but they do not consistently agree that their sector
categorisation accurately indicates their hazards. This is not surprising as many respondents
carry out a diverse range of activities and / or carry out a specific activity within a sector, such
as agricultural services or fish farming, or hotel leisure complexes.
Thus, it appears likely that the diversity of a business, which is correlated with company size,
influences expressed preferences such that the more diverse a business the more likely they
express a preference for hazard or regulation specific guidance, presumably because a single
sector guide may not cover their range of issues.
In contrast, a less diverse business, often small, tends to prefer a single (sector) guide.
40% of respondents cite a need for hazard or activity specific guidance, usually for common
hazards such as noise and manual handling already covered by the HSE. However, there are
important examples of gaps in hazard specific information, applicable to all sectors, including
working at height.
Thus, it appears that HSE publications cannot be simply structured around any one factor, such
as sectors. Rather, it appears that customers need a number of routes into guidance, to be used
depending on the nature of the organisation, particularly the diversity of its activities and
hazards.
Thus;
x
x

Organisations with a narrow range of activities and hazards tend to prefer a single guide
and believe a single sector guide is feasible;
Organisations with a wider range of activities and hazards, whilst still preferring very
organisation specific guidance, are less likely to accept the feasibility of a single sector
guide and prefer hazard specific guidance to sector specific guidance;
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x

The standard industry classification does not consistently indicate organisations’
hazards.

It is pertinent to note that many respondents operate across a variety of sectors, carry out
specialist work with particular hazards or offer services such as training, that are not indicated
by a sector categorisation. There are a myriad number of combinations, with for example, farms
offering leisure services, and manufacturers involved in transport and retail.
This suggests a catalogue of sector specific guidance, made as specific as possible to what
organisations do, alongside a series of hazard specific guides. It would appear sensible for sector
guidance to cover the common issues in a sector, with specialist advice on hazards within
hazard or regulation specific guidance.
About 10% of respondents say they have difficulty in identifying relevant HSE publications and
cannot identify guidance for all of the hazards associated with their organisation. A further 20%
of respondents are unsure if they cannot identify pertinent guidance. Thus, nearly 30% of
respondents cite uncertainty. It is apparent that smaller firms find it less easy to identify HSE
publications, are less aware of what regulations apply to them and are less convinced that HSE
guidance is relevant to them.
Whilst the wish to keep up to date is the top prompt for seeking information for “all” firms,
small firms are more likely to be prompted by becoming aware of the danger posed by a hazard
or an accident / near miss. Small firms are less likely to be prompted by HSE publicity or
awareness of a new regulation than larger firms. Inversely small firms are more likely to be
prompted by advice from consultants / customer requests and HSE / LA visits than larger firms.
As regards contact techniques, electronic methods are preferred amongst the vast majority of
respondents with internet access, whilst direct postal techniques are preferred amongst the
minority lacking internet access. Similarly, there is a preference for free publications to be
issued in electronic form, with hard copy a second choice, but hard copy is preferred for priced
publications. Thus, a mixed electronic and hard copy set of publications is required.
In the case of smaller firms, access to an HSE website and direct mailings are equally important
forms of contact. Adverts are barely mentioned by small firms as a form of receiving
information.
The majority of respondents would be happy to be placed on a mailing list (87%) and receive e
mail updates (71%). 56% express an interest in creating a website customer profile. However,
when considered by company size it is apparent that fewer small firms are interested in creating
a web based customer profile (41%) or an e-mail update service (55%), although the vast
majority (80%) of small firms are interested in being on a mailing list.
A very small fraction advise that adverts are a good way of publicising HSE publications, and,
indeed, the extremely diverse list of trade journals throws doubt on the feasibility of advertising
(except perhaps in a very few key publications such as Construction News).
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4.2.2

Main conclusions

It appears that:
x

x
x

A combination of sector / activity specific and hazard specific guidance is needed to
match the diverse needs of organisations that differ in their size, diversity and range of
hazards;
More use could be made of electronic forms of contact and mailings to publicize
publications, such as e-mailed updates and e-mailed publicity;
All free and priced publications should be available in electronic format as well as in
hard copy.

It is recommended that a parallel set of sector/activity specific guides be developed alongside a
set of hazard/regulation specific guides. The sectors should be delineated on the basis of the
commonality of activities and hazards. First priority should be awarded to developing hazard
specific guidance and then sector level guidance rather than sub-sector guidance except where
there are clearly specialist hazards or activities in a sub-sector.
The catalogue should be designed to allow people to search on the basis of sectors, hazards,
regulations and activities, thereby matching guidance to the specific range of activities and
hazards of their organisation.
4.3
4.3.1

Main findings
Respondents profile

Nearly 90% had access to HSE publications.
The proportion of small to large firms is shown below. The distribution approximately matches
the proportion of people employed by small to large firms, with 37% small, 17% medium and
46% large firms. Thus, medium firms are slightly over represented and small firms are slightly
underrepresented. The job titles of respondents range from directors and manager to health and
safety personnel. The number of respondents from each sector is shown below. The response
rate was about 20%.
Table 2 Proportion of respondents by company size
Number of
employees
%
of
respondents

<10

11 to 50

51 to 250

15%

22%

17%

21

251 to
1000
28%

>1000

All

18%

100

Table 3 Respondents’ job titles
Respondents
H,S (&E) Manager/Advisor
Operational manager
CEO/Director/Chair
Other
HR/Quality manager
Business manager
Administration

No.
290
174
160
57
58
41
22

%
36%
22%
20%
7%
7%
5%
3%

802

100%

Table 4 Number of respondents by sector
<10

Sector
Agriculture
Construction
Education
Finance
Government
Hotel & Catering
Health Services
Manufacturing
Membership organisations
Other services
Retail
Telecoms
Transport
Utilities
Grand Total

4.3.2

15
29
12
2
4
13
2
14
17
3
8
1
120

Number of employees
251 to
51 to 250
11 to 50
1000
11
6
1
45
24
10
14
14
3
1
3
6
2
5
10
8
3
6
29
16
26
6
23
89
2
5
6
27
11
8
15
13
15
2
5
2
10
5
31
1
12
172
134
225

>1000

Grand Total

9
3
2
6
4
29
32
1
4
13
3
30
4
140

33
117
46
12
25
25
113
152
14
64
73
15
84
18
791

Self-categorisation

The majority of respondents use common industry labels to categorise themselves, such as
education and manufacturing (See Appendix 4). For instance over a quarter of manufacturers
describe their sector simply as “manufacturing”. A majority describe themselves more
specifically as manufacturers of a particular product and/or occasionally who they produce for
(e.g. plastic manufacture for the building industry), as do retail. This can be quite specific e.g.
pet food manufacturer, electrical carbon components manufacturer, cosmetics retail, in-vitro
diagnostics retail. Around a half of those producing chemicals and pharmaceuticals also
described themselves as manufacturers. Despite this level of detail and identification via the
product, there is recognition of the similarities within the sectors
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Overall, a significant minority use either two industry labels, such as “hotel and leisure”, or a
sub-sector or very specific business activity description, such as “aircraft handling”. Also a
number of businesses, which provide services to agriculture and construction, define themselves
by the sector they serve along with their role e.g. agricultural sales, construction training
There is a reasonable level of correspondence between respondents self-categorisation, using
free text, and the categorisation assigned using the Dun and Bradstreet database, although a
large minority use sub-sector labels such as OFSTED inspectors or a specific manufacturing
sub-sector. This reinforces the point that general sector categories, such as retail, covers a wide
range of specific trades, such as hire.
4.3.3

Validity of categorisation as an indicator of activities and hazards

Questions 6 to 14 probed respondents’ self-assessed activity and hazard profile. The % who
agreed or strongly agreed with statements is given below in the Figure 1 and Table 5. It appears
that:
x

x

x

x

A large majority of respondents agree that their sector classification accurately indicates
their organisations activities, but about half believe it indicates their hazards or
regulations (see question 6, 7 and 8 respectively);
About 40% agree they have a small range of significant hazards whilst 70% agree they
have a wide range of different types of work (see questions 9 and 10) – smaller firms
tend to have fewer hazards and less diverse activities;
A slight majority agree they have hazards that can pose a high risk (question 11) and
almost 50% say their organisation carries out one or more specialist type of work that
presents a particular hazard (question 14) – smaller firms are less likely to do specialist
work that poses a particular hazard;
58% say there are lots of organisations that do the same type of work as them (question
13), and only 20% agree they only do a small number of types of work (question 12).
Figure 1 Percent who agree or strongly agree with each statement

100%

SMALL
MEDIUM
LARGE
ALL

90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Q6

Q7

Q8

Q9
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Q10

Q11

Q12

Q13

Q14

Table 5 Percent who agree or strongly agree with each statement

Q6

Q7

Q8

Q9

Q10

Q11

Q12
Small
Hazards number of
pose high types of
work
risk

Sector
indicates
activities

Sector
indicates
hazards

Small
Sector
range of
indicates
regulations hazards

Small

74.32%

48.11%

56.06%

55.36%

58.62%

46.90%

36.46%

58.97%

42.41%

Medium

76.69%

48.87%

54.55%

39.85%

76.12%

65.41%

17.91%

62.69%

54.48%

Large

72.88%

44.20%

46.41%

30.96%

89.29%

75.48%

10.71%

55.34%

65.01%

All

74.05%

46.44%

51.34%

41.42%

75.76%

63.23%

21.37%

57.92%

54.89%

Wide
range of
work

Q13

Q14

Lots of
Carry out
similar
specialist
organisations work

The correlations4 between company size and answers to questions 6 to 14 are:
Question

6
Correlation
with company
size
-0.07

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

0.09

0.126

0.30

-0.37

-0.31

0.35

0.03

-0.26

Thus, larger firms are more likely to agree:
x
x
x

They have a wide range of types of work (question 10);
The hazards in their work place can pose a high risk (question 11);
They carry out specialist work that poses a particular hazard (question 14).

Larger firms are less likely to agree:
x
x

They have only a small range of hazards (question 9);
They only do a small number of types of work (question 12).

There is a 0.37 correlation between company size and the average hazard score on question 15,
i.e. larger firms rate themselves as having more significant hazards.

4

Correlations measure the extent to which there is co-variance between factors and range from –1 to +1,
where 0 to +/-0.19 is very low, +/-0.2 to +/-0.39 is low, +/-04. to +/-0.69 is modest, +/-0.7 to +/-0.89 is
high and over +/-0.89 is very high. A positive correlation means two sets of number increase together, a
negative correlation means that as one set of numbers increase another set decreases.
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Table 6 shows the correlations between company profile (questions 6 to 14) and rated ease of
accessing HSE publications (questions 16 to 19). The correlations show/indicate that:
x

x

x
x
x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Respondents who agree that the standard classification of their organisation provides an
accurate indication of their work activities (Q6) also agree that it provides an accurate
indication of their hazards (Q7) and the health and safety regulations that apply to them
(Q8) with correlations of over 0.4.
Respondents who believe that the standard classification of their organisation provides
an accurate indication of their hazards (Q7) also agree that it provides an accurate
indication of the health and safety regulations (Q8) that apply to them with correlation
of 0.76.
There is only a low positive correlation between the perceived number of hazards (Q9)
and whether the standard classification of their organisation provides an accurate
indication of their hazards / regulations (Q7, Q8).
The variety of activities (Q10) does not correlate with the accuracy of the standard
industry classification (Q6).
There is a high correlation of 0.53 between the variety of activities (Q10) and the level
of perceived risk posed by hazards (Q11) and at –0.51 the variety of hazards (Q9) – i.e.
organisations with a wider variety of activities tend to believe they also have more
hazards and some that pose a higher risk.
There is a low positive correlation between self-assessed knowledge of regulations
(Q17) and perceived level of risk (Q11) and pursuit of specialist work that presents
particular hazards (Q14), i.e. respondents who pursue specialist work tend to believe
they know the regulations.
There is a low positive correlation between ease of identifying HSE publications (Q16)
and the perceived accuracy of standard classifications (Q6), i.e. if the SIC does not
indicate what you do, you find it more difficult to identify pertinent HSE publications.
There are low correlations between the number of hazards (Q9) and the ease of
identifying HSE publications, knowing what regulations apply to you and believing
HSE publications are relevant (Q16, Q17 and Q18), i.e. if you have a larger number of
hazards you tend to disagree that you can easily identify pertinent HSE publications but
you do know what regulations apply to you and believe HSE guidance is relevant to
you;
There is a very strong correlation between the perceived accuracy of the SIC code as an
indicator of your hazards (Q8) and the feasibility of a single sector guide, i.e. if the SIC
code describes your hazards you believe a sector guide is feasible.
There is a strong correlation between perceived feasibility of a sector guide (Q22) and
availability of HSE guidance (Q19), i.e if you think guidance is not available, you tend
to think a sector guide is feasible.
There are low correlations between the perceived feasibility of a single guide for a
sector (Q22) and the range of activities / number of organisations doing similar work
(Q10, Q13), i.e. the more diverse a business and more unique the less feasible it is to
have a single sector guide – but with correlations of around only -0.14.

Thus, more diverse organisations are less likely to believe the SIC categories are useful, find it
harder to find pertinent HSE publications and are less likely to believe a single sector guide is
feasible.
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Table 6 Correlation between company profile, hazard profile and ease of identifying
HSE publications
Q6
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14

Q7
0.49

Q8
0.41
0.76

Q9
0.04
0.14
0.14

Q10 Q11
0.003 0.01
-0.08 -0.06
-0.07 -0.08
-0.51 -0.60
0.53

Q12
-0.04
0.06
0.06
0.47
-0.56
-0.50

Q13
0.18
0.11
0.12
0.05
-0.11
-0.09
0.07

Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19

Q16
Q18
Q22

4.3.4

I can easily identify which HSE Q17
publications apply to my organisation
The guidance in HSE publications is Q19
clearly relevant to my organisation

Q14
0.01
-0.06
-0.08
-0.45
0.38
0.51
-0.33
-0.14

Q16
0.20
0.14
0.16
0.14
0.12
0.13
-0.15
0.08
0.17

Q17
0.12
0.07
-0.09
-0.16
0.15
0.18
-0.23
0.02
0.22

Q18 Q19 Q22
0.22 0.11 0.07
0.16 0.14 0.07
0.17 0.16 0.86
-0.16 0.04 0.09
0.14 0.15 -0.14
0.17 -0.01 -0.07
-0.18 -0.01 0.09
0.13 0.12 0.14
0.19 0.002 -0.07

0.64

0.61
0.57

0.48 0.002
0.39 -0.005
0.52 -0.01
-0.50

I know which health and safety
regulations apply to my organisation
HSE guidance is available for all the
hazards
associated
with
my
organisations activities.

..it would be feasible for a single
guide..to adequately cover the main
health and safety issues in your sector

Influence of hazard scores

Respondents were asked to identify how many hazards they had and rate each of these. An
average score was calculated per respondent.
There is a low correlation of 0.08 between the average score on hazards (q15) and perceived
feasibility of a single guide for a sector (Q22).
The correlation between the average score on potential risk and preferred type of H&S
publications (question 21) are shown below. Thus:
x
x
x

A higher hazard score is not correlated with a preference for hazard or sector specific
guides.
A higher hazard score is associated with a lower preference for one guide for all H&S
requirements for what an organisation does and a general introductory guide, and;
A higher hazard score is correlated positively with a preference for a series of regulation
specific guides.
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Table 7 Correlations between hazard score (Q15) and preference for types of
publications (Q21)
A single
guide
One guide
for what my summarising A single
all
organisation
sector
guide
regulations
does
-0.130
-0.056
0.022

A series of A general
A single A series of
sub-sector hazard A guide for regulation introductory
guide
guides
guides
my role
guide
0.035
0.027
-0.0645
0.143
-0.146

The correlation between the average hazard score (Q15) and the use of search terms (Q 20) are
shown below. It appears that:
x

x

There is a negative correlation between hazard score and use of Work environment and
Industry terms, i.e. the higher the hazard score the less likely people use work
environment terms;
Higher hazard scores are positively associated with use of “Work activities”, Hazard
and “My job” search terms.
Table 8 Correlations between hazard score (Q15) and search terms (Q20)

Work
Work
Industry /
activities environments sector Occupation
0.15
-0.31
-0.13
-0.02
4.3.5

Job
-0.06

Hazard
0.15

Company
size Regulation
-0.09
0.05

Ranking of hazards

Table 9 provides a ranking of hazards according to whether respondents state that they
definitely pose a potentially significant risk to health and safety. This ranking could be used to
guide decisions on which hazards should be covered within “general” health and safety
publications and which hazards might warrant specific publications. Similarly Table 10
provides the per cent of respondents who regard each hazard to definitely, possibly or not pose a
significant risk.
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Table 9 Ranks of hazards elected as definitely a potential significant risk

Code
b
e
v
a
c
f
k
n
t
g
o
m
d
s
z
j
l
i
p
q
bb
u
r
y
x
h
w
aa

Type of Hazard

%

Manual handling (e.g. lifting and moving)
Slips and trips
Electricity
Computer screens (VDUs )/ keyboard work
Repetitive strain injuries (RSI) or other upper limb disorders
Moving parts of machinery
Moving vehicles in the workplace
Driving on the road
Harmful Substances / chemicals
Falls from height
Noise
Sharp edges
Stress
Flammable or explosive substances
Lone working
Being hit by falling or flying objects
Confined Spaces
Striking stationary objects
Asbestos
Dermatitis
Mobile Phones
Biological agents/hazards
Vibration
Acts of violence
Extremes of temperature
Collapsing structures
Radiation
Animals

68
52
40
37
37
37
37
34
34
33
30
28
26
26
25
21
20
19
16
16
16
15
14
14
13
10
9
4
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Table 10 Q15 (All Sectors): Which of the following hazards or activities have you
identified as a potential significant risk to health and safety in your organisation?
Hazard
Computer
screens
(VDUs)/keyboard work
Manual handling (e.g. lifting
and moving)
Repetitive strain injuries (RSI)
or other upper limb disorders
Stress
Slips and trips
Moving parts of machinery
Falls from height
Collapsing structures
Striking stationary objects
Being hit by falling or flying
objects
Moving
vehicles
in
the
workplace
Confined Spaces
Sharp edges
Driving on the road
Noise
Asbestos
Dermatitis
Vibration
Flammable
or
explosive
substances
Harmful substances/chemicals
Biological agents/hazards e.g.
diseases
from
animals,
legionnaires, hepatitis
Electricity
Radiation
Extremes of temperature
Acts of violence
Lone working
Animals
Mobile phones

Definitely
37%

Possibly
40%

No
18%

N/A
5%

68%

23%

8%

1%

37%

39%

20%

4%

26%
52%
37%
33%
10%
19%
21%

52%
35%
27%
29%
21%
39%
30%

18%
10%
31%
35%
63%
36%
44%

4%
3%
5%
3%
6%
6%
5%

37%

24%

35%

4%

20%
28%
34%
30%
16%
16%
14%
26%

25%
38%
30%
30%
22%
39%
24%
32%

51%
30%
32%
36%
57%
39%
56%
37%

4%
4%
4%
4%
5%
6%
6%
5%

34%
15%

37%
24%

25%
56%

4%
5%

40%
9%
13%
14%
25%
4%
16%

39%
15%
21%
33%
34%
10%
39%

17%
70%
60%
48%
37%
79%
40%

4%
6%
6%
5%
4%
7%
5%
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4.3.6

Perceived availability and relevance of HSE publications

Respondents were asked to what extent they agreed with each of the statements in questions 16
to 19 (as shown in the top row of Table 11) on a scale of 1 to 5 where:
5
4
3
2
1

=
=
=
=
=

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Unsure
Agree
Strongly agree

Thus, higher scores indicate that respondents disagree with the statement. The results are shown
by company size in Table 11 and by sector in Table 12.
It appears that:
x

x
x
x

Smaller firms tend to agree less that they can easily identify HSE publications, know
what regulations apply to them or agree that HSE publications are clearly relevant to
them.
On average, few sectors consistently agree that HSE guidance is available for all of the
hazards associated with their organisations activities,
Most sectors tend to agree they know which regulations apply to them;
There is wide variation between sectors in the level of agreement that HSE guidance is
clearly relevant to organisations and the ease of identifying which HSE publications
apply to them.

In particular;
x

The Media and publishing and Wholesale sectors have the greatest difficulty in
identifying pertinent guidance;

x

The emergency services appear least confident that HSE guidance is available for their
organisations.
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Table 11 Ease of identifying pertinent HSE publications (by company size)

Under 10 1
11-50 2
51-250 3
251-1000 4
Over
1000 5

Q16.I Can Easily Identify
which HSE Publications
apply to my organisation
2.69
2.43
2.40
2.20
2.06

Q17.I know which
regulations apply
to my organisation
2.49
2.17
2.01
1.81

Q18.HSE guidance
is clearly relevant
to my organisation
2.55
2.34
2.25
2.15

1.66

2.04

Q19.HSE guidance
is available for
hazards associated
with my
organisation
2.43
2.29
2.31
2.30
2.44

SMALL (1+2)
MEDIUM (3)
LARGE (4+5)
ALL

2.56
2.40
2.13
2.36

SMALL (1+2)
MEDIUM (3)
LARGE (4+5)
ALL

3
1
4
3

SMALL (1+2)
MEDIUM (3)
LARGE (4+5)
ALL

2.44
2.25
2.10
2.27

SMALL (1+2)
MEDIUM (3)
LARGE (4+5)
ALL

2.36
2.31
2.37
2.35

SMALL (1+2)
MEDIUM (3)
ALL
LARGE (4+5)

2.56
2.40
2.36
2.13

SMALL (1+2)
ALL
MEDIUM (3)
LARGE (4+5)

3
3
1
4

SMALL (1+2)
ALL
MEDIUM (3)
LARGE (4+5)

2.44
2.27
2.25
2.10

LARGE (4+5)
SMALL (1+2)
ALL
MEDIUM (3)

2.37
2.36
2.35
2.31

RANKED
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Table 12 Ease of identifying pertinent HSE publications (by sector)
HSE guidance is available for
I can easily identify which HSE
hazards associated with my
publications apply to my
I know which regulations apply to
HSE guidance is clearly
organisation
organisation
my organisation
relevant to my organisation
Police Fire Ambulance
Media
and
Media
and
Publishing
Publishing
3.00
2.50 Media and Publishing 2.89 Defence
3.11
Wholesale

2.74

Wholesale

2.47

Other Services

2.60 Media and Publishing

2.67

Telecommunications

2.65

2.21

Wholesale

2.56 Wholesale

2.50

Banking, Finance
Charitable
&
memberships orgs

2.61

Banking, Finance
Agriculture
&
Forestry

2.18

2.46 Agriculture & Forestry

2.42

2.56

Other Services

2.13

Retail
Voluntary
work/charity

2.44 Voluntary work/charity

2.41

Professional Services

2.51

Repairs

2.13

Retail
Voluntary
work/charity
Catering, eating and
drinking places

2.50

Telecommunications
Catering, eating and
drinking places

2.13

Agriculture
&
Forestry
Civil service/ Central
Government

2.50
2.47
2.42
2.42

Other Services

2.40

Education

2.39

Leisure
Local
Authority/regional
gov

2.31
2.29

Construction

Retail
Civil
service/
Central
Government
Leisure
Hotels and other
lodgings
Professional
Services
Charitable
&
memberships orgs

2.13

Telecommunications
2.42 Social Services
2.39
Charitable
&
memberships orgs
2.41 Professional Services
2.38
Charitable
&
Leisure
2.37 memberships orgs
2.36

2.09

Banking, Finance

2.36 Retail

2.36

2.08

Professional Services

2.35 Telecommunications

2.35

2.07

Education

2.03

Repairs

2.29 Healthcare
2.34
Civil service/ Central
2.22 Government
2.33

2.03

Agriculture & Forestry

2.18 Mines Quarries

2.32

2.03

Healthcare

2.17 Leisure

2.31

2.16 Manufacturing

2.31

2.00

Mines Quarries

2.27

Education
Voluntary
work/charity

2.00

Manufacturing

2.26

Manufacturing

1.97

2.24

Repairs

2.24

Construction

1.96

Utilities
2.15 Transport
Police Fire Ambulance
Defence
2.14 Construction
Catering, eating and
drinking places
2.13 Repairs

Utilities

2.23

1.91

Construction

2.11 Banking, Finance

2.21

Mines Quarries

2.21

Transport
Local
Authority/regional
gov

1.89

Social Services

Local
2.11 Authority/regional gov

Transport

2.18

Mines Quarries

1.89

2.14

Healthcare

1.85

Manufacturing
2.10 Education
Hotels
and
other
lodgings
2.05 Utilities
Local
Hotels
and
Authority/regional gov 2.05 lodgings

Healthcare
Hotels and
lodgings

other

Social Services
Police
Fire
Ambulance Defence

2.14
2.06

Utilities
Police
Ambulance
Defence

1.93

Social Services

1.85

2.30

2.22

2.21
2.21
2.19

other
2.19

Fire
1.71
1.56
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Catering, eating
Transport
2.02 drinking places
Civil service/ Central
Government
2.00 Other Services

and
2.17
2.07

4.3.7

Terms used to search for publications

Respondents were asked to choose and rank the five most likely terms from a list of 8 they
would use to search for / identify health and safety information related to their organisation
(Q20). The results, shown in Table 13, are:
x

Three terms are approximately equal top, namely Regulation, activity and hazard;

x

Followed by industry and environment, eg office

x

Company size, the job and occupation are bottom three search terms
Code
A
B
C
D

Code
E
F
G
H

Search term
Work activities
Work environments
Industry or sector
Occupation

Search term
Job
Hazards
Company size
Regulation

Table 13 Terms used to search for publications

SMALL

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

MEDIUM

Score

Rank (%
of Total)

LARGE

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

20h
20a
20b
20c
20f
20g
20d
20e

606
600
572
538
503
321
245
146

17%
17%
16%
15%
14%
9%
7%
4%

20f
20a
20h
20c
20b
20d
20e
20g

334
328
292
274
259
100
50
46

20%
19%
17%
16%
15%
6%
3%
3%

20f
20a
20h
20b
20c
20d
20e
20g

1050
989
988
718
715
173
93
47

22%
21%
21%
15%
15%
4%
2%
1%

Total

3531

100%

Total

1683

100%

Total

4773

100%

All

20f
20a
20h
20b
20c
20d
20e
20g

Score

1887
1917
1886
1549
1527
518
289
414

Rank (%
of Total)

19%
19%
19%
16%
15%
5%
3%
4%

9987 100%

Table 14 shows the correlations between search terms and other questions. There are few, if
any, significant or high correlations between search terms and the perceived range of activities /
hazards in an organisation. The strongest correlations are found in the case of the use of Work
Environment terms. Respondents who say they have “only a small range of hazards” or “a small
range of types of work” tend to use “work environment” term more. It is also apparent that
respondents who say their hazards can pose a high risk and / or they carry out specialist work
that presents particular hazards also use the Work environment terms more.
x

There also appears to be a tendency for respondents who say their hazards can pose a
high risk and that they have a larger number of types of work to use “Work activity”
terms.

x

The use of the “hazard” terms is associated with smaller ranges of types of work and
lower risk posed by hazards.
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x

There are no apparent correlations between the use of “regulation” terms and the hazard
or activity profile of respondents.

x

The use of “your industry or sector” terms has a low correlation with the risk posed by
hazards.

x

The use of “role” terms is associated with smaller range of types of work activities.

Table 14 Correlations between terms used to search for publications, company profile
(Q6 to Q14), ease of finding publications (Q16 to Q19), and feasibility of a sector guide.

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
16
17
18
19
22

20a
-0.001
-0.020
-0.016
0.086
-0.071
-0.160
0.129
0.064
-0.071
0.010
-0.023
-0.050
-0.003
0.110

20b
-0.009
-0.003
-0.012
-0.320
0.297
0.360
-0.308
-0.072
0.272
0.150
0.154
0.100
-0.062
0.014

20c
-0.010
-0.069
-0.092
-0.054
0.080
0.112
-0.020
-0.053
0.047
0.140
0.086
0.150
0.124
-0.076

20d
-0.124
-0.140
-0.095
0.037
0.200
-0.018
-0.180
-0.057
-0.113
0.060
0.025
0.026
0.040
-0.240

20e
0.065
0.167
0.057
-0.005
0.050
0.083
-0.098
-0.075
0.029
-0.126
0.110
-0.040
-0.086
0.018

20f
0.040
0.089
0.115
0.170
-0.152
-0.133
0.156
0.065
-0.070
-0.070
-0.04
-0.043
0.036
0.070

20g
-0.002
0.144
0.028
-0.026
0.056
0.118
-0.116
-0.051
0.132
0.070
0.160
0.190
0.080
-0.061

20h
0.02
-0.008
0.009
0.021
-0.085
-0.087
0.016
-0.018
-0.083
-0.180
-0.140
-0.100
-0.115
-0.031

As regards the correlation between perceived ease of identifying HSE publications and search
terms, all correlations are low, with just a few low but significant ones, as follows:
x

Respondents who disagree that they can easily identify which HSE publication applies
to them tend to use Work environment terms more and job / regulation terms less;

x

Respondents who disagree that they know which regulations apply to them tend to use
“Work environment”, job and company size terms more, and regulation specific terms
less;

x

Respondents who do not think it is feasible to have a single guide for their sector tend to
use the “occupation” terms more and “Work activity” terms less; There is no apparent
correlation between perceived feasibility and the use of other search terms.

x

Respondents who disagree that HSE guidance is clearly relevant to their organisation
tend to use “Your industry” and “Company size” terms but are less likely to use
regulation specific terms.
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4.3.8

Preferred types of HSE publications

Respondents were asked to choose their top 5 preferred types of health and safety publications
(Q21). Their answers were scored 5 for top preference, 4 for second preference and so forth. It
appears, as shown in Table 15, that:
x
x
x

The top preference is one guide that covers all H&S requirements for what my
organisation does, followed by sector and a series of hazard specific guides.
Followed by one guide on all regulations and a series of regulation specific guides.
One introductory guide and role specific are least preferred, with sub-sector guide
ranked seventh out of 9 options.

Code
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
f

Preferred type of health and safety publication

One guide that covers all H&S requirements for what my
organisation does
A single guide that covers all regulations
Single guide for my sector
A single guide for my sub-sector
A series of guides, one for each hazard
A guide for my role
A series of regulation specific guides
A general introductory guide
A guide for my role

Table 15 Preferences for different types of publications
SMALL

Score

21a
21c
21e
21b
21d
21h
21g
21f
Total

871
590
458
433
378
370
293
255
3648

Rank (% of
MEDIUM
Total)

24%
16%
13%
12%
10%
10%
8%
7%
100%

21a
21e
21c
21g
21b
21h
21d
21f
Total

Score

373
274
265
226
176
169
163
97
1743

Rank (% of
LARGE
Total)

21%
16%
15%
13%
10%
10%
9%
6%
100%

21e
21a
21c
21g
21b
21d
21h
21f
Total

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

928
881
830
775
568
545
236
157
4920

19%
18%
17%
16%
12%
11%
5%
3%
100%

All

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

21a
21e
21c
21g
21b
21d
21h
21f

2125
1660
1685
1294
1177
1086
775
509
10311

21%
16%
16%
13%
11%
11%
8%
5%
100%

As regards the sectors, there is little variation in preferences between sectors. All but two, the
healthcare and leisure sectors, cite (a) What my organisation does as the top preference. Nearly
all sectors cite a series of hazard specific guides as the second or third preference. Indeed, of the
26 sectors 14 cite a series of hazard guides as their second preference, which combines with two
citing this as their first preference to mean that 16 out of 26 cite hazard guides as their second or
first choice. A single sector guide is second choice in 11 cases out of 26 and is the third choice
in a further 12 cases. The remaining instances of second and third choices are a series of
regulation specific guides. However, regulation specific guides are clearly a fourth, fifth or sixth
preference in most sectors. Sub-sector guidance tends to be the fifth or sixth preference.
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Sub-sector guide
Regulation specific
guides
All regulations

Sub-sector guide
All regulations
An introductory
guide
Sub-sector guide

My role
My role
An introductory
guide
Sub-sector guide

Charitable & memberships orgs Sub-sector guide

Civil
service/
Government

All regulations

Regulation specific
guides
All regulations

All regulations
Sub-sector guide
An introductory
guide
All regulations

My role
An introductory
guide
My role
An introductory
guide

My role

My role

An introductory
guide

My role

Sub-sector guide

My role

Education

Healthcare

Hotels and other lodgings

Local Authority/regional gov

Leisure

Manufacturing
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Sub-sector guide

Sub-sector guide

What my
organisation does

What my
organisation does

What my
organisation does

What my
organisation does

Regulation specific Series of hazard
What my
guides
organisation does Single sector guide guides

Series of hazard
Single sector guide guides

Regulation specific
Series of hazard
Single sector guide guides
guides

Series of hazard
Regulation specific What my
guides
organisation does Single sector guide guides

What my
Single sector guide organisation does

What my
organisation does

What my
Single sector guide organisation does

What my
Single sector guide organisation does

Series of hazard
Single sector guide guides

Regulation specific Series of hazard
guides
guides

An introductory
guide

My role

All regulations

All regulations

Popular

What my
Single sector guide organisation does

Series of hazard
Single sector guide guides

Series of hazard
guides

Most
Choice

What my
Single sector guide organisation does

Series of hazard
Single sector guide guides

Series of hazard
guides

Regulation specific Series of hazard
guides
guides

Regulation specific Series of hazard
guides
guides

Regulation specific
guides
All regulations

Construction

Central An introductory
guide

An introductory
guide

Regulation specific
guides
Sub-sector guide

An introductory
guide

Catering, eating and drinking
places
My role
All regulations

An introductory
guide

Sub-sector guide

Banking, Finance

Regulation specific
guides
All regulations

An introductory
guide
My role

My role

Agriculture & Forestry

All regulations

Least popular
choice
Regulation specific
Sub-sector guide
guides

Sector

Regulation specific
guides
Sub-sector guide
Sub-sector guide
All regulations
Sub-sector guide
Sub-sector guide

An introductory
guide
An introductory
guide
Sub-sector guide
An introductory
guide
An introductory
guide

My role

Police Fire Ambulance Defence My role

My role

My role

My role

My role

Professional Services

Utilities

Repairs

Wholesale

Retail

All regulations
All regulations

My role
Sub-sector guide
An introductory
guide
Sub-sector guide

Sub-sector guide
An introductory
guide
My role
An introductory
guide

An introductory
guide

My role

Sub-sector guide

My role

Telecommunications

Transport

Voluntary work/charity

All

Sub-sector guide
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All regulations

All regulations

What my
organisation does

What my
organisation does
What my
organisation does

Regulation specific
Series of hazard
guides
Single sector guide guides
Series of hazard
Regulation specific
guides
Single sector guide guides

What my
Single sector guide organisation does

What my
organisation does

What my
Single sector guide organisation does
Regulation specific Series of hazard
guides
Single sector guide guides
Regulation specific Series of hazard
guides
guides

What my
organisation does

What my
organisation does

What my
Single sector guide organisation does
Series of hazard
Single sector guide guides

All regulations

Regulation specific Series of hazard
guides
guides

My role

An introductory
guide

Social Services

All regulations

Regulation specific
guides
All regulations

Sub-sector guide

An introductory
guide

My role

Series of hazard
guides

Regulation specific
Series of hazard
guides
Single sector guide guides

Regulation specific
Series of hazard
guides
Single sector guide guides

Sub-sector guide

All regulations

All regulations

Regulation specific Series of hazard
guides
guides

An introductory
guide

What my
organisation does

What my
organisation does

What my
Single sector guide organisation does

Regulation specific Series of hazard
guides
Single sector guide guides

Series of hazard
guides

All regulations

Single sector guide All regulations

What my
organisation does

What my
Single sector guide organisation does

Series of hazard
Single sector guide guides

Regulation specific Series of hazard
guides
guides

All regulations

Regulation specific An introductory
guides
guide

Other Services

Sub-sector guide

All regulations

An introductory
guide

My role

Mines Quarries

Regulation specific
Sub-sector guide
guides

An introductory
guide

My role

Media and Publishing

The preference for each type of publication has been correlated with the hazard / activity profile
and perceived feasibility of a single sector guide, as shown in Table 16. Whilst all correlations
are low, it appears that:
x

x

x

x

The preference for one guide that covers all H&S requirements for what my
organisation does has a low correlation with having a smaller range of types of work
and a low correlation with perceived feasibility of a single sector guide, i.e. if you do
not have a wide variety of work you want a single comprehensive guide and tend to
believe it is feasible to have a single sector guide;
The preference for a single sector guide has a low correlation with perceived accuracy
of standard industry classification, such that if you agree the SIC is accurate you prefer
a single sector guide, and again you tend to believe it is feasible to have a single sector
guide;
The preference for a series of hazard specific and a series of Regulation specific guides
is positively correlated with a perception that it is not feasible to have a single sector
guide;
The preference for a single introductory guide is associated with having a narrow range
of types of work.

Table 16 Correlations between preferences for types of publications company profile
(Q6 to Q14), ease of finding publications (Q16 to Q19), and feasibility of a sector guide
(Q22).

Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q11
Q12
Q13
Q14
Q16
Q17
Q18
Q19
Q22

Q21a
-0.037
-0.032
-0.012
-0.078
0.133
0.042
-0.084
-0.071
-0.007
0.051
0.084
0.028
0.006
-0.169

Q21b
-0.040
-0.044
-0.069
-0.096
0.062
0.053
-0.122
0.049
-0.040
0.057
0.058
0.067
0.019
-0.022

Q21c
-0.126
-0.070
-0.066
0.024
0.023
0.004
-0.025
-0.042
0.044
-0.017
-0.037
-0.017
-0.014
-0.113

Q21d
0.101
0.002
0.002
0.062
-0.068
0.044
0.038
0.010
0.070
0.121
0.122
0.060
0.025
0.010

Q21e
0.064
0.039
0.027
-0.004
-0.050
-0.036
0.017
0.027
-0.014
-0.111
-0.155
-0.089
-0.016
0.177

Q21f
0.113
0.033
-0.001
-0.188
0.108
0.048
-0.105
-0.041
0.131
0.222
0.117
0.109
-0.032
0.022

Q21g
0.060
0.100
0.122
0.073
-0.149
-0.100
0.135
0.100
-0.106
-0.122
-0.165
-0.161
0.016
0.207

Q21h
0.044
-0.001
-0.015
-0.060
0.120
0.150
-0.036
0.081
0.121
-0.027
0.118
0.075
-0.062
-0.008

The correlation between company size and preferred types of publication are:
One guide that
A single
A single
covers all H&S
requirements for guide that Single guide guide for
my sub
for my
covers all
what my
sector
organisation does regulations
sector
-0.199
-0.087
-0.02
0.044
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A series of
A series of
regulation A general
guides, one
for each A guide for specific introductory
guides
hazard
my role
guide
0.17
-0.23
0.20
-0.11

Thus, smaller organisations tend to prefer a single guide or a guide for a role, whilst larger
organisations tend to prefer a series of regulation specific guides.
The correlations between company size and use of search terms are:
Work activities Work environments Industry / sector Occupation
-0.02
-0.16
-0.124
-0.136

Job
-0.03

Hazard
0.16

Company
size
-0.31

Regulation
0.10

Thus, smaller organisations tend to use Work environment, industry, occupation and company
size terms more than larger firms, but are less likely to search using specific hazards or
regulations.
4.3.9

Feasibility of a single sector guide

As shown in Figure 2, respondents were asked to what extent they thought it would be feasible
for a single guide to adequately cover the main health and safety issues in their sector, on a 5
point scale where:
1
2
3
4
5

=
=
=
=
=

Very feasible
Feasible
Unsure
Not feasible
Definitely not feasible.

Figure 2 Perceived feasibility of a sector guides (all respondents)
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Very feasible

Feas ible

Unsure

Probably not Definitely not
feas ible
feas ible

As shown in Figure 2 58% of respondents believe that it is feasible for a single sector guide to
adequately cover the main health and safety issues in their sector, with 30% disagreeing.
The average scores are shown below by sector and by company size. It is reasonable to interpret
the results as indicating that lower risk sectors, such as banking, are more likely to agree a
single guide is feasible than higher risk sectors, such as manufacturing. However, all sectors
score less than 3, suggesting that firms are more likely to agree than disagree that it is feasible to
have a single guide covering their sector. It is also apparent that small firms regard single sector
guides to be more feasible than larger firms.
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Table 17 Feasibility of a single sector guide (by sector)
Which category describes your sector?
Catering, eating and drinking places
Social Services
Leisure
Education
Banking, Finance
Wholesale
Other Services
Local Authority/regional gov
Charitable & memberships orgs
Voluntary work/charity
Repairs
Healthcare
Agriculture & Forestry
Retail
Construction
Professional Services
Media and Publishing
Hotels and other lodgings
Utilities
Transport
Police Fire Ambulance Defence
Civil service/ Central Government
Mines Quarries
Manufacturing
Telecommunications

Average Score
2.13
2.33
2.41
2.42
2.43
2.44
2.47
2.47
2.49
2.50
2.53
2.56
2.58
2.59
2.66
2.68
2.72
2.73
2.73
2.77
2.79
2.83
2.84
2.89
2.94

Table 18 Feasibility of a single sector guide (by company size)
Average Feasibility Score
(Q22)
2.53
2.62
2.72

How Large Is Your Company?
Small
Medium
Large

4.3.10 Need for hazard/activity specific guidance
40% of respondents said that they have a particular or specialist hazard or activity for which
they require specific health and safety advice (Q23). The percent that said yes is given by sector
in Table 19. The total number of responses exceeds the number of respondents because
respondents could cite more than one sector.
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Hundreds of examples of specific hazards/activities were cited by 541 respondents. In the main
these specific hazards/activities correspond to current HSE publications such as asbestos,
chemicals, manual handling, crowds, radiation, noise, lone working, VDUs and working at
height.
Some suggestions are made for particular activities that may not be obviously or explicitly
covered by current HSE publications, such as clinical waste, nursing care of frail elderly
patients, degreasing tanks with tricloetheylene, work in coldstores, aircraft turnaround, working
with blind school pupils workshop staff and nursing home residents

Table 19 Perceived need for hazard/activity specific advice by sector
Do you have any particular specialist hazards or activities
that require specific health and safety advice?
Social services
Police, fire, ambulance, defence service
Utilities (gas, water, electricity)
Mines, quarries
Health care
Local authority/regional government
Repairs
Other services (e.g. laundry, hairdressing, estate agents etc)
Manufacturing
Voluntary work/charity
Leisure
Construction e.g. decorators, builders, plumbers
Transport
Civil service/government
Catering
Education
Other
Agriculture
Hotels and other lodging places
Charitable and membership organisations
Retail
Wholesale
Telecommunications
Professional services (e.g. legal, consultancy)
Media and publishing
Financial services
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Total No.
Responses Yes %
16
68.8
14
64.3
26
61.5
19
57.9
103
56.3
37
54.1
66
50.0
15
46.7
197
43.7
30
43.3
51
43.1
149
43.0
95
42.1
12
41.7
44
40.9
69
40.6
111
39.6
31
35.5
37
35.1
38
34.2
89
31.5
32
31.3
29
31.0
36
27.8
18
22.2
28
14.3

No %
31.3
35.7
38.5
42.1
43.7
45.9
50.0
53.3
56.3
56.7
56.9
57.0
57.9
58.3
59.1
59.4
60.4
64.5
64.9
65.8
68.5
68.8
69.0
72.2
77.8
85.7

4.3.11 Prompts for seeking information
Respondents were asked what would prompt them to seek information from the HSE (Q24).
There are few obvious variations between sectors. The main points are:
x

x
x
x

A slight majority indicate that “A wish to keep up to date with HSE requirements” and
“Becoming aware of the danger posed by a hazard” definitely prompts them to seek
information from the HSE.
About 45% also indicate that they would definitely be prompted by a new regulation,
their organisation starting a new activity or an accident.
Publicity about a new HSE publication would probably prompt a search, with 25%
saying definitely;
Whilst 50% say a HSE mailshot / bulletin would probably or definitely prompt a search,
44% say possibly.
Table 20 Prompts for seeking information from the HSE
Q24. Which of the following are most likely to prompt you to seek information from the HSE
24a
24b
24c 24d 24e 24f 24g
24h
24i 24j
24k
24l
24m

Small Definitely
Probably
Possibly
No
Medium Definitely

42%
35%
19%
4%

16%
40%
36%
8%

55%
28%
13%
3%

33%
32%
31%
4%

35% 55% 40%
39% 25% 36%
19% 17% 19%
7% 4% 5%

11%
40%
43%
6%

30% 42%
38% 34%
23% 17%
9% 7%

30%
34%
26%
9%

37%
34%
21%
8%

16%
12%
23%
49%

55%
Probably 35%
Possibly 8%
No 2%

25%
41%
30%
3%

54%
34%
11%
1%

35%
40%
23%
3%

47% 49% 30%
28% 27% 34%
22% 21% 34%
3% 3% 3%

18%
34%
44%
3%

30% 36%
39% 37%
23% 19%
7% 7%

25%
25%
39%
10%

23%
33%
31%
13%

15%
15%
23%
46%

Large Definitely
Probably
Possibly
No
All Definitely

60%
27%
11%
3%

33%
42%
21%
4%

58%
27%
13%
2%

58%
27%
13%
2%

47% 32% 31%
31% 28% 30%
19% 33% 32%
3% 7% 7%

10%
38%
45%
7%

28% 35%
30% 29%
28% 28%
14% 8%

20%
25%
36%
20%

20%
29%
36%
16%

21%
18%
22%
38%

52%
Probably 31%
Possibly 13%
No 3%

25%
41%
28%
5%

56%
29%
13%
2%

45%
31%
21%
2%

43% 43% 33%
34% 26% 33%
19% 25% 28%
4% 5% 6%

12%
38%
44%
6%

29% 38%
35% 33%
25% 22%
11% 7%

24%
28%
33%
15%

26%
32%
30%
12%

19%
15%
23%
43%

a A wish to keep up to date with HSE
requirements
c Becoming aware of the danger posed
by a hazard
e My organisation starts a new work
activity
g A visit from the HSE / LA
i A change in personal responsibilities
k Advice from a consultant
M Something else
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b Publicity about a new HSE publication
d A new regulation is published
f An accident or near miss
h A HSE mailshot
j Concern about your organisation’s
H&S performance
l Request from a customer

There are few, if any, strong correlations between these prompts and the hazard / activity profile
of respondents. There are low correlations between:
x
x
x

The wish to keep up to date with HSE publications (24a) and having a wide range of
work activities (Q10);
Respondents with more hazards (Q9) are more likely to be prompted by a new
regulation (24d) or work activity (24e);
Respondents with a narrower range of types of work (Q10) are less likely to be
prompted by a new regulation, publicity or starting a new activity.

Table 21 Correlations between prompts for seeking information and company profile /
feasibility of a sector guide

Q24a
Q24b
Q24c
Q24d
Q24e
Q24f
Q24g
Q24h
Q24i
Q24j
Q24k
Q24l
Q24m

Q9
-0.096
-0.08
-0.050
-0.110
-0.116
0.082
0.065
0.014
0.053
-0.003
0.090
0.078
-0.164

Q10
0.112
0.101
0.07
0.15
0.13
-0.03
0.024
0.031
-0.05
0.03
-0.03
-0.08
0.17

Q11
0.04
-0.010
-0.051
0.01
0.14
0.02
0.004
-0.02
0.006
0.09
0.03
0.02
0.03
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Q12
-0.05
0.032
0.06
-0.016
-0.02
-0.006
-.0.021
0.08
0.09
-0.07
-0.009
-0.06
-0.044

Q13
0.06
0.08
0.07
0.06
-0.02
0.02
0.065
0.13
0.06
0.07
0.07
0.08
-0.01

Q14
0.03
-0.015
-0.013
-0.05
-0.05
0.003
-0.04
-0.10
-0.067
-0.016
0.041
0.022
0.056

4.3.12 Contact techniques
Respondents were asked about whether they have access to the internet and their interest in
electronic forms of contact (Q25 to Q28). It appears that:
x
x

The vast majority of respondents would like to be on a HSE mailing list, have access to
the internet and would be interested in an e-mail update service.
A small majority express an interest in creating a customer profile.
Table 22 Electronic contact techniques
Would you like
to be put on a
HSE mailing list
for new
publications?

Would you be interested in
creating a customer profile
on an HSE web site so that
they can identify information
that may apply to you?

Do you have
access to the
internet at work?

Would you be
interested in an e
mail update service

Small

Yes
No
Unsure

80%
12%
8%

41%
38%
22%

85%
15%
0%

55%
32%
13%

Medium

Yes
No
Unsure

92%
4%
3%

58%
19%
22%

92%
8%
0%

78%
13%
8%

Large

Yes
No
Unsure

90%
5%
5%

67%
15%
18%

98%
2%
0%

81%
10%
9%

All

Yes
No
Unsure

87%
7%
6%

56%
24%
20%

92%
8%
0%

71%
18%
10%

Respondents were asked to indicate their order of preference the three main ways in which they
would wish to receive information about HSE publications (Q29). It appears that:
x
x

Access to a HSE website, E-mail updates and HSC newsletter are the top three
preferences, accounting for about 65% of the total preference score.
Direct mailings and the HSE catalogue account for about 25% of the total score.

Other techniques such as adverts and conferences are not preferred by any but a fraction of
respondents.
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Table 23 Preferred methods of receiving information about HSE publications
Rank (% of
Total)
MEDIUM

SMALL

Score

29b
29a
29e
29f
29c
29g
29d
29h
29k
29i
29l
29j

323
288
229
208
190
80
75
50
12
7
7
1

22%
20%
16%
14%
13%
5%
5%
3%
1%
0%
0%
0%

1470

100%
Code
29a
29b
29c
29d
29e
29f
29g
29h
29i
29j
29k
29l

29f
29a
29b
29e
29c
29g
29d
29h
29i
29j
29l
29k

Score

Rank (% of
Total)
LARGE

159
154
118
110
90
26
18
14
2
2
2
1

23%
22%
17%
16%
13%
4%
3%
2%
0%
0%
0%
0%

696

100%

29a
29f
29b
29e
29c
29h
29d
29g
29i
29l
29k
29j

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

All

498
496
358
231
200
59
52
27
8
7
6
0

26%
26%
18%
12%
10%
3%
3%
1%
0%
0%
0%
0%

29a
29f
29b
29e
29c
29h
29d
29g
29i
29l
29k
29j

1942

100%

Score

Rank (%
of total)

940
863
799
570
480
123
145
133
17
16
19
3

23%
21%
19%
14%
12%
3%
4%
3%
0%
0%
0%
0%

4108

100%

Preferred way of receiving information about HSE publications
Access to an HSE internet website

HSC newsletter
HSE publications catalogue
Trade association
Direct mailings in the post
E-mail updates
Via a health and safety consultant
Articles in trade journals
Magazine adverts
Book shops
Word of mouth
Conferences stalls

The preference for internet and e-mail contact techniques is related to whether a person has
access to the internet. People without access to the internet prefer direct mailings, whilst those
with access prefer internet / e-mail contact techniques. Similarly, respondents without access to
the internet are not interested in creating a web based customer profile or getting e-mail updates.
Respondents were also asked how often they read trade journals or other activities wherein they
may seek or find HSE publications (Q30). Respondents read professional and trade journals
much more frequently, typically monthly, than they search the internet.
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All

Large

Medium

Small

27%

22%
5%

Yearly

Less often than yearly

Never/not applicable

14%

14%
6%

Yearly

Less often than yearly

Never/not applicable

Total %

Never/not applicable

Less often than yearly

Yearly

Every 3 Months

Monthly

20%
25%
23%
22%
10%
100%

100%

33%

Every 3 Months

Total %

34%

Monthly

100%

33%

Every 3 Months

Total %

13%

100%

Total %

Monthly

33%

17%

31%

Yearly

Never/not applicable

13%

Every 3 Months

Less often than yearly

6%

Monthly

Monitor HSE
publications

18%
24%
12%
19%
28%
100%

100%

14%

12%

10%

33%

31%

100%

26%

23%

12%

28%

11%

100%

46%

25%

14%

9%

5%

62%
19%
8%
7%
4%
100%

100%

2%

1%

3%

14%

80%

100%

3%

6%

12%

19%

60%

100%

8%

14%

12%

27%

40%
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44%
14%
8%
14%
20%
100%

100%

5%

6%

4%

13%

73%

100%

23%

11%

10%

19%

38%

100%

37%

25%

12%

15%

12%

Search internet Read professional Read H&S
for publications
journals
magazines

37%
20%
7%
11%
25%
100%

100%

24%

10%

7%

24%

35%

100%

26%

10%

7%

18%

39%

100%

26%

12%

7%

16%

39%

23%
26%
14%
14%
22%
100%

100%

18%

13%

16%

30%

22%

100%

25%

11%

11%

23%

29%

100%

25%

18%

14%

22%

22%

Get trade
association
Read trade magazines information

40%
16%
9%
10%
25%
100%

100%

9%

4%

8%

19%

60%

100%

24%

11%

10%

18%

37%

100%

45%

16%

11%

11%

17%

Use Croner etc

How often do you do any of the following?

Table 24 Frequency of different forms of information search

3%
21%
21%
31%
25%
100%

100%

13%

29%

21%

33%

5%

100%

19%

34%

28%

17%

2%

100%

42%

32%

17%

9%

0%

Phone HSE
publications

9%
12%
20%
28%
31%
100%

100%

32%

28%

18%

12%

10%

100%

21%

26%

23%

18%

12%

100%

36%

28%

20%

10%

7%

Get H&S
consultant
advice

30%
11%
11%
10%
38%
100%

100%

35%

5%

5%

11%

45%

100%

32%

9%

13%

18%

28%

100%

46%

16%

15%

9%

14%

Get advice
form company
H&S advisor

4.3.13 Method of receipt of information
Respondents were asked about the format of publications (Q31). The three most preferred forms
of free publication and information are:
x
x

Emailed electronic document, downloadable file from HSE website and a hardcopy in
the post;
Very few respondents prefer DVD or video, with CDROM coming fourth but well
below the top three.

The most preferred forms of priced publication and information is a hardcopy in the post. This
is followed by downloadable file and an Emailed electronic document. As with free publications
very few respondents prefer DVD or video, with CDROM coming fourth but well below the top
three.
The ranked preferences are shown below. The percentages are the percent of total score for each
option.
Table 25 Preferred form of information (all firms)
Emailed
electronic
document
Free

28.81%

Hardcopy
post
Priced

Downloadable
file

Hardcopy in post

CDROM

26.55%

11.99%

27.39%

in

Emailed
electronic
document

31.91%

Downloadable file

22.22%

20.55%

31a Downloadable

31b Emailed document

31c Hardcopy

31d CDROM

31e Video

31f

CDROM
17.14%

Video
3.98%

Video
5.90%

DVD
1.28%

DVD
2.29%

DVD

Table 26 Preferences for format of free publications by company size

SMALL

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

MEDIUM

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

LARGE

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

31c
31b
31a
31d
31e
31f
Total

452
357
337
182
84
28
1440

31%
25%
23%
13%
6%
2%
100%

31c
31b
31a
31d
31e
31f
Total

206
190
181
110
31
14
732

28%
26%
25%
15%
4%
2%
100%

31b
31a
31c
31d
31e
31f
Total

665
629
457
236
60
21
2068

32%
30%
22%
11%
3%
1%
100%
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Table 27 Preferences for format of priced publications by company size

SMALL

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

MEDIUM

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

LARGE

Score

Rank (% of
Total)

31c
31b
31a
31d
31e
31f
Total

304
175
158
157
75
37
906

34%
19%
17%
17%
8%
4%
100%

31c
31d
31b
31a
31e
31f
Total

191
110
109
96
39
13
558

34%
20%
20%
17%
7%
2%
100%

31c
31b
31a
31d
31e
31f
Total

503
408
403
301
78
17
1710

29%
24%
24%
18%
5%
1%
100%

4.3.14 Recommended publications for HSE adverts
Respondents were asked to cite suggestions for where the HSE may best advertise or place an
article in to reach their type of organisation. 855 suggestions are made for advertising. Indeed;
x
x

437 different trade and business journals were mentioned;
Only 70 trade / business titles were mentioned more than once; Only three trade titles got
double figures, i.e. construction news, contracts journal and food manufacturing.

The responses are summarised below. The largest single suggestion is the Health and safety
Practitioner and other common health and safety magazines. This is followed by suggestions
for adverts in a very long and diverse list of trade journals, such as Farmers weekly, Printing
World, Travel Trade gazette, Health Service Journal, Caring Times, Coach and Bus weekly.
The list of gazettes etc is very long, with dozens of suggestions, reflecting the specialisation of
trade magazines. There are a few suggestions for adverts in chartered institute journals and
newsletters.
Table 28 Summary of suggestions for publicity
Type of publications
1= SHP/IOSH
2=Other H&S professional
3=Trade/Professional Jnl
4=General Business
5=web
6 = other
Total

No. responses
95
103
516
41
6
94
855
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% of all responses
11%
12%
60%
5%
1%
11%
100%

5 REVIEW OF HSE CURRENT PUBLICATIONS
5.1

Introduction

This section of the report reviews the current design of the HSE catalogue, website and
publications rationale against the findings of this study. In particular we have:
x
x
x
x
x

Considered how an organisation may match information to its particular mix of hazards
and activities;
Considered how an organisation may identify general health and safety guidance;
Completed a gap analysis of HSE publications against an A to Z list of hazards and
sectors;
Tested the ease of identifying HSE publications using the HSE website and paper
catalogue;
Compared the terms used by our survey respondents to describe their lines of business
and hazards with the terms used by the HSE on its website and in its catalogue.

Within this we gave particular attention to those sectors that reported difficulties in identifying
information. Throughout our review we were guided by the objective of maximising the ease of
access of employers to health and safety publications and information, recognising that a large
proportion of firms, particularly small ones, prefer having a single guide followed by a series of
hazard specific publications.
5.2

Matching publications to an organisation’s hazard profile

There is no customer profiling facility that provides a match of customer hazards/activities to
HSE information. The identification and selection of material requires a search of what is
available without the aid of any publication map on the website. The HSE catalogue does
provide an index of sectors and hazards that points readers to suggested sections of the
catalogue.
Thus, whilst publications are available on many hazards, sectors and sub-sectors, the customer
must try to identify a complete suit, and could find it necessary to acquire a significant number
of publications.
5.3

Publications gap analysis

5.3.1

General H&S management

It is apparent that:
x

x
x

x

There is little categorisation of general health and safety material, making it difficult in
our opinion to identify which management publications would comprise a complete
suite, and which ones are specialist;
The Essential of Health and Safety focuses on hazards rather than organising for health
and safety;
Little attention is awarded some of the most common hazards in Essential of Health and
Safety, such as stress and driving, it focuses more on traditional factory hazards rather
than service sector hazards;
General publications are split between HSG, ACoPs and leaflets according to the status
of publications as opposed to their topic.
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x

There is no route map to guide people to general versus specialist health and safety
management publications.

The exceptions to this include the “starter pack”, which suggests a range of material for new
firms. It is not clear though which of the remaining “general” health and safety material, such as
HSG61, is intended for “general” use or is actually aimed at specific users.
5.3.2

Hazard specific information

A comparison of the hazard specific information supplied by the HSE against an A to Z of
commonly cited hazards indicates that:
x

x
x
x

Generally applicable hazard specific publications are available for many important
hazards, such as dermatitis, asthma, manual handling, slips and trips, vehicles at work,
violence at work, etc;
There are a number of important hazards that apply across sectors for which generic
hazard guidance cannot be readily identified;
In some cases the publication comprises a “report” style of publication rather than a
“guide” designed for wider consumption and / or small firms;
In many cases guidance on a hazard that is found in many sectors is contained within
sector level publications and is not readily identifiable from a search of the HSE
catalogue.

Gaps in generic hazard publications
The table below indicates those hazards for which there is no identifiable cross-industry
guidance. The table also notes where information on a hazard is available within sector
publications or other general publications. The table also notes whether the publications
comprises a “report” or a guidance document (i.e. either a leaflet or guide). We have also
compared this list against the list of hazards for which survey respondents requested guidance.
Some noticeable gaps include:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Working at height;
Working on or near water;
Needles /sharps;
Waste;
Hazardous maintenance activities;
Working in extreme temperatures;
Children (including their security).

Other gaps relate to hazards that are less common and / or account for a relatively small
proportion of reported incidents.
It is also pertinent to note that the current publications for some hazards comprise “report” style
material and hence may not meet the needs of smaller employers, such as the publication on
driving at work.
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Table 29 Gaps in hazards (by hazard specific publications)
Hazard

No identifiable
publications

Access platforms
Air receivers
Animals
Asphyxiation
Biological agents
Bullying
Boilers
Breathing apparatus
Cement
Chain saws
Children
Children (security)
Client sites (working away)
Cranes
Dropped objects
Effluent
Electricity – live working
Excavations
Fumes
Gas cylinders
Heights
Hepatitis
Holes
Hot surfaces
Hygiene
Infectious substances
Lasers
Microwave hazards
Mobile phones
Needles / sharps
Petrol
Post-traumatic stress
Power tools
Public (working with)
Shift work (& health)
Smelting
Sports
Stunts
Tree work
Ultraviolet radiation
Waste
Water – activities by/on

Just sector / regulation
specific publications

(specific sports)
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5.3.3

Sector specific information

Table 30 provides an assessment of whether a single publication is available for each of the
main sectors / sub-sectors, and whether there is a significant body of issue-specific material in
each case. A comparison of the sector specific information supplied by the HSE against a list of
sectors indicates that:
x

x
x

x
x

x

There is clearly a large amount of information available for some of the “top” hazardous
sectors such as agriculture, construction, manufacturing / engineering and major hazard
sectors;
In some cases information is available on hazards that are specific to certain sectors /
sub-sector and / or present a particular risk within a sector / sub-sector;
Single general sector level publications are not available for a number of sectors that
account for a very large proportion of the UK workforce, such as financial services,
manufacturing, healthcare, government administration, retail and wholesale,
professional and personal services;
Some of the sectors that lack a single guide are supported by a large number of issue
specific publications, as in the case of the leisure industry;
There are a large number of information sheets and leaflets for certain sub-sectors such
as plastics. However, other sub-sectors, such as rubber, do not have the same level of
information, whilst other sub-sectors that are not represented by an IAC do not have any
leaflets.
No information could be identified for the emergency services or defence industry.

The exception to the first point is the provision of Officewise that does cover many aspects of
office-based businesses. Also, Health and Safety Essentials does cover many common hazards.
Thus, it appears that the extent to which the HSE provides materials for a sub-sector is only
partly determined by the level of health and safety hazards. Sectors represented by IAC5s and
which fall within HSE field of enforcement clearly get better coverage than other sectors / sub
sectors. This leads to the position that the coverage of sectors and sub-sectors is not necessarily
proportionate to the size or level of risk in each sector or sub-sector.
It is also pertinent to note that there is no guidance on which suite of publications would
comprise a “complete” set for a sector. In cases such as financial services and retail pertinent
publications are distributed under a number of headings.

5

HSC Industry Advisory Committee
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Table 30 Coverage of sector (by sector specific publications)
Sector
Sub-sector
Agriculture

Single sector / sub-sector
wide publication available
Sector
Sub-sector
X

Farming
Horticulture
Forestry
Business
services
(eg
advertising, rental, training)
Care
Residential care
Child care
Other care
Catering
Charitable organisations
Construction
Building
Civil engineering
Refurbishment
Defence
Education
Primary / secondary
Tertiary
Other education (eg vocational)
Emergency services
Financial services
Government administration
Healthcare
Dentistry
Primary care
Hospitals
Vets
Psychiatric/community
Hotels
Leisure
Adventure centres
Amusement parks
Sports centres
Swimming pools
Museums etc
Zoos
Night clubs, pubs etc
Manufacturing
Chemicals/Pharmaceuticals

Issue specific publications
available

X
X*

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X*
X*
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
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X
X

X
X
X

Sector
Sub-sector
Food & drink
Furniture
Leather
Lumber/wood
Metals
Machinery & equipment
Plastics
Paper & allied products
Petroleum
Printing
Rubber
Textiles (& clothes)
Other (toys, jewellery, sports
goods, signs etc)
Mines
Mineral extraction (mines)
Oil and gas extraction
Quarries
Personal
services
(laundry,
hairdressing etc)
Professional services
Retail
Hardware
Food
Cars & petrol
Clothes
Furniture / furnishings etc
Distribution
Other (chemists, gifts, books,
etc)
Repairs
Utilities
Social services
Telecommunications
Transport
Aviation
Docks
Passengers (bus, coach & taxi)
Rail
Road haulage
Wholesale

Single sector / sub-sector
wide publication available
Sector
Sub-sector

Issue specific publications
available

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
x
X
X*
X
X
X
x
X
X
X
X
X
X
X*
X

X
X
X
X
X

X

*To some extent Officewise would cover many hazards in these sectors.
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X

5.4

Ease of searching HSE website

5.4.1

Internet facilities

On the one hand, there is a simple route to an A to Z of HSE leaflets and listings of HSGs etc.
This includes sub-sector specific leaflets produced by IACs. However,
x
x
x

The HSE Books website page does not offer a browse facility – it is designed primarily
as an ordering facility;
There is no simple map of HSE publications showing, say, a hierarchy of general and
sector-based information;
The A-Z Index covering “Topics” appears very similar to the HSE Free Leaflets
alphabetical listing with many of the same headings. This can be confusing, and finding
all relevant free leaflets is difficult from the Topics index.

The A to Z index and free leaflets listing reflect what is available. Accordingly, there are no
links for sectors such as the emergency services. Moreover, there is no indication of whether
any information is available for sectors such as the emergency services. The lack of information
is indicated only by its absence, and so is likely to frustrate search attempts.
5.4.2

Contract Research Reports

We have taken an interest in the Contract Research Report series because a proportion of these
publications are intended for use by industry. Accordingly we have considered whether the
dissemination of CRRs is fit for this purpose. It is apparent that:
x
x

There is no browse facility for Contract Research Reports;
Contract Research Reports are not categorised or linked to sectors / hazards;

It is reasonable to conclude that the CRR is not publicized in a manner that befits the nature of
those reports intended for wider consumption.
5.4.3

Local Authority Circulars

There are a large number of Local Authority Circulars that incorporate guidance, advice and
information and even assessment methods on hazards and hazardous activities. Many of these
circulars cover topics that are not clearly addressed by HSE Leaflets or other publications, such
as bungee jumping, supermarket checkouts, manual handling in beer delivery, and security staff
(of which there are an estimated 100,000 in the UK). In some cases it is advised that the annex
can be copied and handed to an employer for their information.
However, the existence of these circulars is not advertised and there are no links between the
HSE Information page and these circulars. Also, the annexes have not been designed with
public consumption in mind.
5.4.4

HSE web site terms and self-descriptions

We reviewed the internet site against respondents’ terms in view of the popularity of this means
of communication amongst the respondents to the survey. We looked in particular at the A-Z
topic index and compared it with respondents’ terms for their sectors (question 3) and hazards
they thought required specialist guidance (question 23).
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This is of course a very small part of HSE’s output but the points made will mostly be relevant
across all publications and information presentation. It should also be noted that the A-Z Topic
Index is broader than hazards and sectors, providing information on such topics as devolution
and freedom of information for instance.
(Note also that the A-Z Index covering “Topics” appears very similar to the HSE Free Leaflets
alphabetical listing with many of the same headings. The two are not interlinked and this
subsection deals only with the former.)
First turning to industries and sectors, the web site A-Z topic index includes the following
apparent references to sectors/industries.
Table 31 Sectors in the HSE web site A-Z topics
Adventure activities
Airports
Catering
Diving
Education
Entertainment
Health Services
Leisure
Major accident hazards
Mines
Offshore Oil and Gas
Plastics
Quarries
Retail
Railways
Textiles
Wholesale

Agriculture
Construction
Ceramics
Docks
Engineering
Foundries
Hotels
Local Authority
Motor industry
Nuclear
Paper and Board
Printing
Residential Care homes
Rubber
Transport
Veterinary medicine
Woodworking

Closer examination of these pages reveals that “Local Authority” actually refers to the
enforcement arrangements between HSE and Local Authorities and “Transport” refers to
workplace transport (traffic management). “Chemicals” similarly could be mistaken for an
industry, but refers to hazards caused by chemicals. (Note, as said elsewhere in this report the
Local Authority link here does contain useful information primarily for the sectors where health
and safety is enforced by local authority inspectors.)
There is a variety of types information under the above links. The coverage varies from a
statistical leaflet for retail, HSC committee agendas etc. for paper and board, to links to the full
range of leaflets for printing (as well as information on the HSC committee responsible for
printing). There is an opportunity to make some of these links more helpful. There is, for
instance, more guidance available relevant to retail and residential care homes than just
statistical leaflets and although the site invites you to do a free search as well users may be
discouraged. We would also suggest that where links are only to HSC committees’ agendas etc.
this should be stated at the top level.
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Reviewing the terms used by respondents in this survey suggest a number of terms that might
assist searchers on the HSE A-Z index. For instance “distribution” in the responses was often
used (without “sales” or “retail”). The term “building” is often used (for a sub sector of
construction) and “care” is widely used by many in the health services to describe their sector.
Links for these terms may well not lead to sector specific guidance and some will refer directly
to other parts of the list, but could help people find their way to what is already there and
possibly suggest other contacts/links outside HSE that may assist. The following are some
suggested terms from the survey to link to guidance on activities/hazards within that sector. A
full list of respondents’ terms appears in Appendix 4.
Aggregates;
Building;
Bus and coach operators;
Care sector;
Charity;
Chemical Industry;
Civil Engineering;
Distribution;
Emergency services;
Haulage industry;
Hire and rental services;
Local Authorities;
Maintenance;
Outdoor/adventure activities;
Pharmaceuticals;
Ports;
Research;
Social services.

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Now turning to hazards, Appendix 4 shows a “naïve” match (i.e. health and safety non-expert,
and prior to exploration of the links) between the terms used by respondents and the A-Z index
terms. Following this we then compared that analysis with the actual content of the links to
identify aspects that could be improved.
Key observations from this exercise are:
x

There is a wide variety of terms in use for “chemicals” as used on the web site, including
“substances”. There is awareness of the acronym “COSHH”, but the majority specified
particular substances in use including products (e.g. paint, powder coating) and/or
working environment or activity (e.g. substances used in metal finishing, water
treatment).

x

The use of the term “dangerous substance” varies in HSE publications. On the A-Z of
topics it refers only to the HSC committee – the Advisory Committee on Dangerous
Substances, whilst in the publications catalogue it has a meaning more in common
parlance.

x

Other than “dust explosion” all those who mentioned dust specified particular types of
dust.
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x

“Inspection” refers only to enforcing authority inspection. There are numerous health and
safety settings where inspection is carried out by duty holders and safety reps. This may
be confusing.

x

The cross reference between leisure and entertainment will assist searchers.

x

There are a variety of terms used for “manual handling”, including “manual handling”.
“Handling” is very rarely used its own (as it is in some HSE publications). Examples
include “moving and handling” “patient handling”, “carrying hazards”.

x

The Occupational Health link appears to be primarily aimed at health and safety experts
other than leaflets on drugs and alcohol. An important topic, and an opportunity to link to
available publications on health risk management.

x

Issues around personal protective equipment were rarely mentioned, but where they were
the terms used were “suitable footwear” and “protective gloves”.

x

“Driving at work” was used in preference to “road safety” though of course this could
refer to other vehicles.

x

Where advice on risk assessment is sought it was in specific settings, though perhaps
indicating a general lack of guidance in these areas – e.g. bus driver, operational policing,
clinical settings.

The following is a list of those terms used by respondents where guidance could not be found
via the A-Z Topic index.
(Note: terms in italics are the authors’)
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

(Asphyxiation) oxygen deficiency, asphyxiation;
(Children), children, children’s activities;
(Clients) working on client premises;
(Contractors) Use of contractors, contractor control;
(cooling towers) cooling towers, legionella;
(driving) Driving at work, driving minibuses;
(Falls) Falls, Working at Height/Roof Works, high working, heights, Working at Heights on
Demountable Tankcontainers;
(flammables); flammable liquids; flammable substances; storage of flammable liquids;
(Lasers) Lasers;
(Live electricity): live electrical control panels;
(Maintenance); maintenance and repair works; maintenance operations in occupied
properties, highways maintenance;
(Office safety) office management;
(Passengers) – Passenger safety;
(People) – Challenging behaviour;
(Personal services) Hair and beauty, heat treatments;
(Refrigerants) refrigerants;
(Shiftwork) shift work;
(Software) application of safety software;
(Sports) sports activities;
(Temperatures) work in coldstores, cryogenics, sub zero temperatures;
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x
x
x
x
x
x

(Traffic) Traffic management, traffic movement, transport in the workplace, workplace
transport;
(TV production) tv programme production - depending on content;
(Voluntary workers) health and safety of voluntary workers;
(warehousing) warehousing practice and puwer/loler;
(waste) waste; waste disposal, different types of waste, disposal of certain materials;
(water) work on and around water, working on farms/in managed forests/ near water,
drowning.

It is concluded that:
x
x

x
x

x
x

5.5

The lack of interconnection or cross-referencing between the free leaflets listing and the
topic index could curtail searches and can be confusing.
The terms used by the HSE to describe sectors do not always match those used by
respondents, such as using the term “entertainment” rather than media or sports, or
“care sector” rather than health services;
Certain sector titles are not shown in the A to Z topics or free leaflets listing, such as
Media, or transport for instance, potentially frustrating searches.
A wide variety of terms used to describe hazards are not always reflected in HSE
material or routes to finding relevant material. Examples include naming products (e.g
timber preservatives) activities (e.g. paint spraying), traffic management, driving etc.
The terms “PPE” or “handling” are rarely used.
There are some inconsistencies between publications e.g. the use of “dangerous
substances” or “handling” (for manual handling) in the publications catalogue compared
with the web site.
Conclusion

It is concluded that the current structure and routes of access to health and safety information
reflects, to some extent, HSE past and current enforcement priorities and internal organisational
structure, rather than the perceived needs of employers. In many cases, the range of
publications, their titles and indexing reflects what is available rather than the labels employers
apply to themselves.
The suite of publications and its cataloguing is unlikely to meet the needs of those small
employers that would prefer a single sector specific guide. For example, there is no simple
guide available for retailers covering the essentials of retailing health and safety.
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APPENDIX 1 LITERATURE REVIEW
1.

INTRODUCTION

The insights from the review relevant to the current project are presented in the main text. This
Appendix contains a short summary of each report. The first two or three are discussed in some
detail to illustrate typical content and results whilst the remainder are reviewed more
specifically with the current project in mind.
The reports reviewed were:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

AEA Technology (2001). Expanding HSE's Ability to Communicate with Small Firms - A
Targeted Approach.
Benchmark (2000). Occupational Health & Safety Survey 2000
Business Strategy Group (1999). Customer Evaluation of Publication Strategy - Relevant
Categories.
Business Strategy Group 1997. Evaluation of 'Safetyfax' for Construction Workers
Business Strategy Group 1998. Research into Audience Reaction to 'An Introduction to
Health & Safety'.
Entec (2000). Evaluation of the Good Health is Good Business Campaign
Entec 1998. Factors Motivating Proactive Health & Safety Management.
Equifax 2001: Profile of HSE Customers vs UK Base
Euro View (2001). Report on Market Research Project on Customer Perceptions of HSE
Videos
Greenstreet Berman 2001. Noise at Work: Market Place & Related HSE Publications
HSE (2001). Health & Safety Offences & Penalties
HSE Books: Autumn 2001 Catalogue
IFF (1996) Effective Communication of H&S to the Construction Industry.
NPD 1997. Potential for an HSE Electronic Legislative Database
NPD 1998. Results of a Market Evaluation of the Latest Version of 'Essentials of Health &
Safety - a Route Map'.
NPD 2000. A Survey into Levels of Awareness and Attitudes to HSE and FIAC in the
Foundry Industry
NPD 2000. Results of a Customer Satisfaction Survey.
Research Associates (1998). Repeat of 1994 Study of Perceptions of the HSE and the
Effectiveness of Publicity.
Research Associates 1997. Effectiveness of HSE Entry Level Leaflet for Small Businesses.
Research Associates 1997. HSE Industrial Shows Study - Interim Report
Research International 1988. Health & Safety on the Farm.
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The web sites reviewed included:
US OSHA
http://osha.gov/oshstats/std1.html
Kelly Directories
http://www.kellysearch.com/search.asp
UK Government
http://www.statistics.gov.uk/methods_quality/SIC/
US Government
http://www.census.gov/epcd/naics
Australian Government
http://www.abs.gov.au/ausstats
Amazon books
http://www.amazon.co.uk
International Labour Organisation
http://www.ilo.org/public/english/protection/safework/index.htm
European Agency for S&H at Work
http://uk.osha.eu.int/publications/publicat.stm
British Safety Council
http://www.britishsafetycouncil.org/
2.

FINDINGS

AEA Technology (2001). Expanding HSE's Ability to Communicate with Small
Firms - A Targeted Approach.===
The focus of this study is the evaluation through surveys and focus groups of the idea of
identifying key events within the company life cycle as triggers for seeking health & safety
information and advice. If key events can be identified that are common to firms across a sector
or (ideally) a range of sectors, it might be possible to target HSE promotional more effectively.
The general conclusion is that there are indeed key events that seem to be consistent across most
of the companies in a sector, although there is less consistency between sectors.
Participants raised a number of issues that, although they were only peripheral to the AEAT
study, are relevant to the current work. For instance, many of the small businesses reported real
difficulties keeping up with legislation, in part because so much was not sector specific.
Construction industry participants proposed a binder that could contain both sector specific and
generic guidance on regulations, with updates sent directly to registered holders by the HSE as
well as being available though the normal routes.
As far as we can determine, participants did not report any problems with confusion between
sectors, but of course these sectors were chosen for study because of their relatively clear
identity. The way participants talked about subscriptions to trade press and trade bodies and
classification by insurers suggests that these also significantly affect perceptions of sector
identity. It was noted that some trade associations produce H&S guidance for their members,
generally targeting particular types of hazard. Brewing was mentioned as an example. Some
sectors are also subject to additional forms of regulation or particular licensing regimes. The
catering trade, for instance, is covered by environmental health regulations.
Research Associates (1998). Repeat of 1994 Study of Perceptions of the HSE
and the Effectiveness of Publicity.
This study repeats the large scale 1994 survey to investigate trends in companies' attitudes to
H&S, their need for support and the sources they normally used. Interviewers then explored the
image of the HSE and the effectiveness of its promotional and informative literature. A mixture
of telephone and face-to-face interviews were used. The 102 participating companies were
chosen to give a cross section of sectors, location and size (up to 500 employees).
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The importance of the HSE's literature and leaflets comes across very strongly in the very
detailed project report, and there was general approval of the then-current approach. Warnings
on specific hazards seem to be considered most relevant eg. on the use of solvents or risks from
Asbestos. Compliance with legislation was again a major concern, suggesting that material
aimed at an audience that matches that covered by specific groups of regulations remains
important.
Direct mail seems to have been the favoured vehicle for the provision of information from the
HSE, and the existing voluntary registration system was discussed. The desire is for selective
and tightly targeted information on hazards. Trade bodies were again mentioned as a significant
source of advice, but some of the comments seem to imply that they are more effective in this
role when their membership is relatively homogenous.
There is also plenty of information in this report about the type of leaflets that works best for
different audiences and specific feedback on a selection of HSE publications.
Entec (2000). Evaluation of the Good Health is Good Business Campaign
This report comprises the results of telephone and face to face interviews with survey of a cross
section of 1902 organisations to evaluate the impact of the HSE’s Good Health is Good
Business (GHGB) initiative and to gather information on the influence employers’ attitudes to
health and safety.
The general conclusions regarding the GHGB initiative are very positive, and the results
illustrate how important the HSE is as a driver for improvements in H&S management. 11% of
those surveyed attributed all their improvements to HSE input of one sort or another. HSE
literature was the most common form of communication and seems generally to have been rated
as very effective, just behind inspectors’ visits.
‘Hazard-oriented’ HSE literature was generally highly rated. More complex material – such as
the COSHH guide – received mixed reviews, with some perceiving it as not being specific
enough to their needs. The reaction to material will be different for different sizes and types of
business. A SHE Manager in a larger or high-hazard organisation may be able to more easily
assimilate higher level or non-sector-specific information that he or she can interpret into
company procedures.
A general manager in a smaller company may be more responsive to material that provides
straightforward and specific advice on actions to be taken. The survey revealed large
differences in levels of awareness of the GSGB campaign between large and small companies
(210 A:72 NA large but 353:936 A).
SME participants mentioned the importance of reaching companies during the start up phase.
Another issue that was picked up in some responses in this and other surveys covered in this
literature review was the need for better cross-referencing between HSE materials. The logical
structure seems not generally to have been apparent.
The preferred form of communication for SMEs is trade journals, followed by (unusually in
these surveys) television, mail shots and the Internet. Larger companies rated Internet first,
trade journals, TV and mail shots.
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Euro View (2001). Report on Market Research Project on Customer Perceptions
of HSE Videos
This project comprised a survey of around 14000 Euro View customers who purchased or hired
HSE videos. Roughly half had hired the videos for staff training and a further 1/4 to raise staff
awareness. The vast majority thought the quality of the videos was good or very good, that they
were effective, and that they offered good value for money. The HSE 'brand' is clearly a strong
one.
The questions about promotional materials and alternative sources of information are most
relevant to the current study. Most heard about the videos by direct mail shot, followed by
advertisements and trade bodies. When questioned about their preferred means of notification,
responses were roughly equally divided between regular newsletters, fliers and email. Only
1.1% said they did not wish to be notified.
Literature (86%) and OHP slides (72%) are also widely used to support training. In the training
market, the HSE has commercial competitors. There is a distinction between the HSE and its
competitors, in that many of the HSE's publications are intended for multiple uses, competitors'
material tends to be specifically targeted at training.
The report includes a long list of topics for new videos. Most are concerned with the
management of particular hazards. Some are intended to address the needs of specific
homogeneous sectors such as the police and universities, although no detail of proposed scope is
given.
Respondents were also asked to classify their business, without prompts. The results are not
discussed in the report, but Appendix B comprises a valuable list of 1289 self-descriptions that
could be analysed or used to validate any proposed changes. Although sometimes one or more
is implicit, the vast majority appear to comprise:
x
x
x

A broad sector definition;
A role within that sector or sub-sector;
Where needed, a sub-sector definition.

Typical examples (implicit definitions in brackets) include: engineering aerospace
(manufacturer), (food) bananas importer, (education) university establishment, (services)
management consultancy.
Benchmark (2000). Occupational Health & Safety Survey 2000
This major survey report comprises a summary document and 100 tables of data setting out the
results of the 2000 OHSS. Questions cover the full range of attitudes and practices across a
very wide range of OSH issues.
The data is useful for many purposes, but there is little that is directly relevant to the current
study beyond a few pieces of supporting information eg. that 56% of respondents use the
Internet already to access H&S information. This report will therefore be referenced as
appropriate , but we will not attempt to summarise it further here.
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HSE (2001). Health & Safety Offences & Penalties
This report comprises a list of all health & safety offenders convicted between April 2000 and
March 2001, following investigations by the HSE. The report provides an overview by sector
of prosecutions and the main issues of concern and a detailed list of individual cases, including
SIC codes.
There is potentially useful information in the detail of inspection and prosecution records, for
instance where organisations do not recognize that a regulatory regime applies to them. There
may also be some insight into the balance between accidents resulting from hazards that are
common across sectors, although the context may be specific (eg. working at heights, dust
control, workplace violence) and those that are largely sector-specific (eg. sheep dips,
fairground equipment). However this information is not included in the report and so it will not
be reviewed here further.
IFF (1996) Effective Communication of H&S to the Construction Industry.
This survey included 14 exploratory discussions with a cross section of people involved in the
construction sector. The main survey then comprised short telephone interviews with a further
505 people. As a supplementary exercise, a further cross section of 49 participants reviewed
examples of HSE literature.
50% of the main survey admitted that there was at least one area of the regulations that they
were not clear on, although the general impression was that most groups were well informed on
H&S matters. On CDM, 73% of designers obtained information from the HSE and 61% of
clients, followed by trade bodies and journals and professional advisors. However although the
HSE was the most frequently quoted source for contractors, the corresponding figure was only
33%. Trade bodies and professional advisors were the other two sources scoring above 20%.
Where respondents could discriminate, designers and clients rated the HSE as by far the most
useful source, whereas contractors found safety advisors and trade bodies the most useful.
For all three types of organisation, 'colleagues' equaled or out-scored safety advisors. The
implications of this for the current project are unclear, but it is an option not normally listed on
questionnaires and may therefore be an under-valued mechanism for disseminating information
and promoting take up.
Awareness of specific HSE publications was established, both unprompted and prompted.
Unprompted awareness of titles is low (around 50-65%), but when prompted around half the
respondents seem to have the relevant HSE guides. Of those that do, over 80% say it is useful.
Each of the guides is then commented on in some detail. Many were well received, but the
point is made that different audiences require different levels of detail and there is a risk that
more complex documents in particular are seen as lacking relevance. Targeting therefore has to
consider the role of the individual as well as the sector within which they work.
The HSE is seen as the most likely source to be consulted if new regulations came out, although
safety advisors and journals also scored reasonably highly. The overwhelming majority rated
direct mail as the most effective communication channel (over 90% for contractors and
designers, 80% for clients), followed by journal articles and advertising (generally 25-50%,
although designers rate trade press noticeably more highly). Another point made in the report is
that head offices have access to a wide range of H&S material, but at site level there is often
much less available so leaflets have to be specifically designed so that they can be passed on to
site. The current study needs to consider the implications of this for targeting of information.
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Business Strategy Group (1999). Customer Evaluation of Publication Strategy Relevant Categories.
HSE was considering restructuring its literature to make information easier to find, based on a
hierarchy that allows SMEs (in particular) to locate information by sector or hazard type, and
then by intended audience. The report describes the result of a survey of potential users to get
feedback on the concept and examples of revised formats for individual leaflets. The study
comprised 45 face-to-face interviews and 4 focus groups of people with H&S responsibilities
from a pilot sector viz. engineering.
The proposed general organizing principle seems to have been well received. The sector
specific 'priority guides' were rated more highly than those addressing specific hazards, which
still seemed too complex for some smaller companies, but all of the revised leaflets were
positively received. The cross-referencing and pointers to other information sources also
worked well.
The survey obviously accumulated a lot of data. Although only a subset is presented in the
report and there is little new of relevance to the current study, it does reinforce the importance
of a clearly structured, multi-level information system that provides advice that will be
perceived as sector-specific as well as advice tailored to the user's role and the organisation's
hazard profile.
Internet access is only touched on in passing, but the context does suggest that there may be
value in building a facility into a web site whereby users can define an interest profile and
receive the relevant documents as a set of PDF downloads.
NPD 2000. A Survey into Levels of Awareness and Attitudes to HSE and FIAC in
the Foundry Industry
This research was commissioned to help the HSE improve its communication with the foundry
industry. 150 people from 105 (mainly SME) companies were interviewed, ranging from
managers to shop floor workers. The interview concentrated on H&S priorities and perceptions,
and on channels of communication and sources of H&S information.
Participants relied on a combination of channels, with the HSE highly rated. Word of mouth,
posters, signs and training were more important at shop floor level. The foundry industry is
well defined, and trade associations were clearly an important source for many people. HSE
publications were three times more likely to be read by managers as shop floor workers.
Participants were asked about the reasons why they did not purchase more HSE publications.
Inability to locate the right information was not specifically identified, When asked why they
had not ordered HSE priced publications, around 15% said it was 'too much trouble', 25%
'couldn't justify it' and 50% thought them too expensive. Presumably the 15% includes some
that could not identify the information they required. The emphasis for those ordering an HSE
publication was generally 'how to comply', which reinforces the significance of aligning the
target audience with the coverage of regulatory regimes.
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Research Associates 1997. Effectiveness of HSE Entry Level Leaflet for Small
Businesses.
Representatives of 24 small business were interviewed to obtain feedback on the HSE's 'H&S
for Small Businesses' and 'Signposts for H&S' leaflets.
The HSSB leaflet is a cross-sector publication. It was particularly well received, as a
convenient overview but with clear guidance as to which other publications businesses should
consult to address specific aspects of H&S.
The report contains many detailed comments on the scope and presentation of the two leaflets.
The factors that participants rated most highly in HSE publications were: how to comply with
the law; specific to their needs (sometimes equated to an industry-specific publication, but not
necessarily), and presentation (eg. accuracy, simplicity and clarity).
From the point of view of the current project, the most interesting result is the good reception
given to the concept of non-sector specific overviews, providing they also act as guides to
obtaining more detailed information tailored to their specific needs.
NPD 2000. Results of a Customer Satisfaction Survey.
2000 HSE Books customers were interviewed during the satisfaction survey. The general level
of satisfaction seems high and there is a great deal of detailed information in the report, but the
focus was on the standard of service rather than publication content so relatively little of it is
relevant to the current study.
The ease with which users could identify the publications they needed was explored. The mean
rating was 8.1/10 ie. participants generally did find it easy. The current catalogue system
seemed to work well and was the most common prompt for purchase, but although few were
ordering via the Internet at the time of the survey, 2/3 expected to be doing so in future. Other
sources were fliers, trade press and Croner.
NPD 1998. Results of a Market Evaluation of the Latest Version of 'Essentials of
Health & Safety - a Route Map'.
The EHSRM software package had been developed by a consortium that included the HSE.
This report presents the results of an evaluation of the 'beta test' version by 51 potential users
from SMEs. The package proved very popular and seemed to have considerable potential.
Software packages do potentially offer a flexible way of helping users identify which
publications are relevant, but one interesting finding is that the topics that users wanted screened
out as not being relevant to them were on examination judged to be pertinent by the HSE. This
implies that additional guidance is required by many to help them understand what is and is not
relevant.
Entec 1998. Factors Motivating Proactive Health & Safety Management.
This report presents the results of a review of UK and international research into the factors that
motivate managers, especially SME managers, to manage H&S proactively in their
organisations. It also investigates the potential congruency between management of health,
safety and the business generally. Models are developed to relate motivation to a range of
organisational and sector-specific factors to allow regulatory approach to be matched to the
circumstances of the organisation of sector.
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It is an authoritative, interesting and valuable piece of work, but has few direct implications for
the current study. One area where there may be overlaps is in the perception of risk. Perception
of risk may be influenced by the degree to which a company associates itself with a particular
sector or type of organisation, and therefore the extent to which it takes on board the
implications of events, guidance or advice in the trade press (for instance) trade as being
relevant.
Research Associates 1997. HSE Industrial Shows Study - Interim Report
This report summarises the results of 51 face-to-face interviews with a cross section of
managers and staff at three industrial shows where the HSE had a stand. The survey explored
participants' reasons for attending, their view of the HSE stand and publications, and the HSE's
role more generally in promoting improvements in H&S.
There is relatively little of relevance to the current study, although there were some interesting
comments on the need to get the balance in publications right; the more specific they are, the
greater the potential for presenting an incomplete or fragmented picture.
Business Strategy Group 1997. Evaluation of 'Safetyfax' for Construction
Workers
A research programme comprising a focus group and 60 face-to-face interviews with
construction workers was commissioned to obtain feedback on a proposed innovative
presentation of H&S information, 'Safetyfax'.
The survey explored attitudes to health & safety and the factors motivating H&S standards on
sites, particularly smaller sites and work off-site by trades such as plumbers. Perceptions of the
importance of safety were very variable, with smaller sites and the trades being a cause for
concern. Levels of training and access to H&S information were not high. The Safetyfax
format was generally well received, but it did not seem likely that it would be regularly used in
practice.
Comments about the need to target individual trades within the industry eg. painters or plumbers
may be relevant to the current study.
Research International 1988. Health & Safety on the Farm.
The HSE commissioned market research in 1988 into the demand for H&S literature targeted at
the farming sector and into the effectiveness of existing publications and advertising campaigns.
296 interviews and 4 focus groups provided the data for the report.
Safety was clearly a secondary concern for most and occupational health issues were even less
of a priority. A wide range of issues related to attitudes to H&S and priorities were explored in
detail and recall of recent advertising campaigns and literature tested. Participants rated
material mostly highly when it was topical, practical and had emotional impact, but there is little
new of relevance to the current study.
Business Strategy Group 1998. Research into Audience Reaction to 'An
Introduction to Health & Safety'.
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Over 750,000 copies of IHS were mailed out to organisations with less than 200 employees.
This study followed up the mailing out to determine its effect, and to obtain detailed feedback
on the leaflet's content and format.
The feedback seems to have been positive, and there was strong support for the HSE producing
such material. Some 12% of those who had received the leaflet said it improved awareness and
many of these claimed they had initiated improvements as a result. The HSE was the most
likely place for participants to go for H&S information.
NPD 1997. Potential for an HSE Electronic Legislative Database
Development of a full text electronic database would be expensive. The HSE therefore
commissioned research to support product definition, estimation of market size, pricing and
marketing strategy. 230 interviews were carried out, including research into the effectiveness of
the prospective competition eg. Croners on-line and Barbour. Interviews were as far as
possible with people with responsibility for buying H&S information in organisations that
regularly did buy it (ie. there was a bias to larger organisations).
Some information was also obtained on the differences between use of online and hard-copy
material, and the ease of finding it on-line. Of interest to the current project is the implication
that paper based indexes have to be categorised and, if large, organized hierarchically to support
searches. On the other hand, people are becoming much more used to using on-line engines that
allow searches either through hierarchical directories or by searching for keywords. The CD
ROM products covered by the survey were not considered easy to use to locate documents, but
this may have been a problem with implementing the search facility and lack of familiarity with
search engine techniques (it was in 1997).
Greenstreet Berman 2001. Noise at Work: Market Place & Related HSE
Publications
This very comprehensive survey report covers three topics: an analysis of the effectiveness of
different survey techniques; an assessment of the market place; and feedback on existing HSE
publications. 777 organisations were surveyed by post, fax, email or face-to-face interview.
The survey collected data on organisation type, including sector. The questionnaire included a
small number of sector headings, but the data was analysed using SIC classifications, implying
that at the top level, the codes were adequate. Data was also collected on individual role,
including safety professionals, consultants and academics, managers, foremen and employees.
This sufficed for analysis, but there are suggestions that a sub-sector level was required for
meaningful discussion.
Again, the differences between different types of user show up clearly. Hypothesize that
workers and managers in SMEs need a specific combination of hazard and industry, unless the
hazards are glaringly obvious. Managers need specific guidance for their role in managing
H&S, but may not need sector specific information.
HSE Books: Autumn 2001 Catalogue
For completeness, the catalogue headings are reproduced here. For documents and leaflets, the
headings used are:
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x
x
x
x

Health & Safety Guidance Series
Industry/Sector/Hazard Specific Series
Legal (ACOPs, Regulation Guides, Legal Series)
Guidance Notes (mainly single hazards, particularly chemicals).

Publications are listed under more than one heading where appropriate in an attempt to bring all
those directly relevant to a sector or a particular hazard (such as asbestos) together. The
'Specific' listing is broadly consistent with the SIC system, but its coverage is very limited
compared to the SIC system and the industries and sectors listed are from different SIC levels.
The SIC system of course offers no support for the other heads in this section of the catalogue
eg. specific hazard
Equifax 2001: Profile of HSE Customers vs UK Base
This profile report compares HSE customer data with its national statistical database. Two
characteristics were assessed: geographical location and SIC code (2 digit level).
As far as location is concerned, the study concluded that the HSE had a high propensity of
customers in Southern and Eastern England. The report also presents a more detailed
breakdown by sub-region.
There was a high tendency for customers to be from the education and health & vetinary
sectors, and a propensity towards manufacturing, mining and transport classifications. On the
other hand, the retail and service sectors seem to be under-represented.
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APPENDIX 2 PROFORMA FOR INITIAL EXPLORATORY
DISCUSSIONS
Background
In order to produce information and guidance which people want to buy and can find, HSE is
looking at how it should be targeting its publications. For example, do customers prefer to have
regulation based, hazard specific, sector based or general H&S guidance? HSE has
commissioned Greenstreet Berman to research this issue.
On the one hand, the HSE uses a system known as the Standard Industry Classification (or
S.I.C.92) system to classify types of organisations and sectors. This system affects the way they
target publications to different sectors. We want to explore what relevance the SIC92 system
has for health and safety, and whether a different way of classifying groups could improve
targeting. Where we reveal groups who are not effectively targeted we also need to assess how
this could be improved for these groups.
On the other hand, a lot of HSE guidance is regulation based and is written for application
across all sectors. Other guidance aims to provide general H&S introduction and understanding.
So the overall questions we need to address are:

x

“Do customers prefer to have regulation based, hazard specific, sector based or
general H&S guidance?”

x

“Is the standard industry classification system (SIC92) relevant to the way people
search out health and safety publications?” and

x

“How do employers across the sectors classify themselves both generally and in terms
of health and safety? For instance, do accountants see themselves as “an office-based
activity” or specifically as accountants with accountant type hazards?”

x

“What are the reasons for customers preferred structure of HSE publications”?

So we need to cover issues like:
x When you search for HSE publications, what do you typically look for?
x

Do employers relate to their SIC92 classification? Do farmers (e.g fish farmers, cattle
farmers etc…), IT workers, Engineers, etc. accept their current SIC classification?

x

Does their SIC92 classification identify relevant health and safety issues?

x

How do they define their areas of business (sector, subsector, occupation,.. )

x

What factors influence these perceptions?

x

How do they articulate their need for health and safety guidance (for specific industry,
for groups of workers defined by occupation, location, activity etc)

x

Are there new areas of definition emerging (e.g. home working, travelling sales
staff,…)

x

Information sources currently used (esp for health and safety) by new areas
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x

Sources considered most reliable by them

x

Their opinion of current HSE guidance and gaps

x

How they would like to find out about relevant publications

The Project
We are exploring this in 2 main surveys (and a limited literature review). The first survey by
telephone, is to further define the issue; and the second by post is to gather more statistically
useful data.
For the first round of interviews (“Stage 2”) we want to carry out interviews of people
responsible for health and safety in around 40 organisations.
The purpose of this stage is
1. To more closely define the issue and develop questions for a larger postal survey in the
next stage of the project (“Stage 3”).
2. Come to some conclusions about those sectors where the issues are clear.
So at this stage we want to explore the above issues with interviewees - their perception of the
sector they work in, and their approach to looking for health and safety publications.
We’ll seek a sample from a cross section of employers of various sizes and in a variety of
sectors.
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Interviewee name
Job title
Responsible for health and safety?
Organisation name
Address

Telephone number
Date & time interview
SIC 92 code (from contact list)

Explanation of project……..
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sources of Information
If you were looking for information on health and safety for your organisation on the
internet what search terms/key words would you use first? What would you type in?
(If interviewee not really sure about the internet – “if you rang a general health and safety
helpline what would you ask for?”)
[Prompts if necessary: specific regulations, specific hazards – manual handling, gen health and
safety in their industry/sector/trade/profession/job grade or role, etc. In the title?]
Notes: may say type of publication e.g. videos; or perhaps particular audience e.g. something
for employees/managers. Record and explore further – what subject should the video cover? A
specific hazard; health and safety in the specific industry.
If you were looking specifically for HSE publications, would your search terms/key words
differ at all (other than specifying HSE)?
Can you explain why those terms/key words are the first things you look for?
[e.g. this hazard/s is the most concern to us; our industry/trade has particular hazards/ this is
what HSE goes on about!; need to comply with regulations cos…]
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What would you say then are the main reasons why your organisation might decide it
needs more health and safety guidance? What might trigger this?

Are the reasons the same for deciding to obtain specifically HSE guidance?

Are these the same reasons which might prompt your organisation to make health and
safety improvements generally? (might already be clear from above answer)

Prompt or ask explicitly: would you prefer guidance to be:
Regulation specific
Hazard specific
Specific to your sector (covering all regulations/hazards)
General guidance on how best to manage H&S/prevent accidents
Some other structure / targeting of guidance

Classification
How would you describe the sector in which your organisation operates?
(eg pig farming vs plastering etc)

Could you describe briefly what your organisation does.

The HSE uses a system known as the Standard Industry Classification (or S.I.C.) system
to classify types of organisations and sectors. We want to explore the relevance of this to
health and safety.
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Our information classifies your organisation under this system as …… (SIC –Standard
Industry Classification) Do you think that accurately describes what your organisation
does?
Carole – see the table at the end on SIC classification and the website. Explore level of
classification recognised e.g."manufacture of leather (subsection, DC) or are they a
"manufacturer of footwear" (a subsection of subsection DC!)
Do you think that without knowing your firm, someone could use this classification to
identify the main health and safety issues in your organisation?
[Or, “would you say your health and safety concerns are similar to others in your SIC
classification?”] [To what extent do you think the H&S issues and hazards at your organisation
are specific to your sector or common to other sectors?]

Would you need a (further?) sub-sector classification to properly reflect the H&S issues in
your firm?

Could you explain your answer.

How would you classify yourself? (in words. See if this changes from answer 8 following
discussion re SIC. )

Do you compare what you do on health and safety with other organisations?
Who? In your sector, sub sector? If not, would it be useful?

Why is it useful/why not?

Can you easily identify which HSE publications apply to your organisation?
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If you have identified guidance that does help you, how relevant is it? Does it clearly apply
to your organisation? [Record guidance?]

Can you explain why it is/isn’t relevant?

Does the guidance cover the main health and safety concerns for your organisation’s
activities?

If not what’s missing?

So, what do you think HSE should do to improve its targeting of its publications?
Why?
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Overview of UK SIC 92 categories and subsections
A (01.11 to 02.02)

Agriculture, hunting and forestry

B

Fishing

C

Mining and quarrying
CA (10.10 to 12.00)

Mining and quarrying of energy producing
materials

CB (13 to 14.50)

Mining and quarrying except energy producing
materials
Manufacturing

D
DA (15.11 to 16.00)

Manufacture of food products, beverages and
tobacco

DB (17.11 to 18.30)

Manufacture of textiles and textile products

DC (19.10 to 19.30)

Manufacture of leather and leather products

DD (20.10 to 20.52)

Manufacture of wood and wood products

DE (21.1 to 22.33)

Manufacture of pulp, paper and paper products;
publishing and printing

DF (23.10 to 23.30)

Manufacture of coke, refined petroleum
products and nuclear fuel

DG (24.11 to 24.70)

Manufacture of chemicals, chemical products
and man-made fibres

DH (25.11 to 25.24)

Manufacture of rubber and plastic products

DI (26.10 to 26.929)

Manufacture of other non-metallic mineral
products

DJ (27.10 to 28.75)

Manufacture of basic metals and fabricated
metal products

DK ( 29.11 to 29.72)

Manufacture of machinery and equipment not
elsewhere classified

DL (30.0 to 33.50)

Manufacture of electrical and optical equipment

DM (34.10 to 35.50)

Manufacture of transport equipment

DN (36.10 to 37.20)

Manufacturing not elsewhere classified

E (40.10 to 41.00)

Electricity, gas and water supply

F (45.00 to 45.50)

Construction

G (50.10 to 52.74)

Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor
vehicles, motorcycles and personal and household
goods

H (55.10 to 55.52)

Hotels and restaurants

I (60.10 to 64.20)

Transport, storage and communication

J

Financial intermediation
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K (70.10 to
74.849)

Real estate, renting and business activities

L (75.10 to 75.30)

Public administration and defence; compulsory
social security

M

Education

N (85.10 to
85.322)

Health and social work

O (90.00 to 93.05)

Other community, social and personal service
activities

P

Private households with employed persons

Q

Extra-territorial organisations and bodies
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APPENDIX 3 POSTAL QUESTIONNAIRE
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About this survey
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) has commissioned this survey.
A key aim of the Health and Safety Executive is to provide guidance to employers that is tailored
to their specific needs. The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) would like to hear your opinion
about how best to target health and safety information and organise its guidance and related
publications. It is also interested in how best to make you aware of HSE information and
publications that may apply to your organisation.
Greenstreet Berman Ltd has been asked to carry out this anonymous survey on behalf of the HSE.
We would like your opinion about whether it would be best to structure guidance around
regulations, sectors, hazards or work activities, and how best to advertise HSE publications to
you.

Who should respond
The person responsible for health and safety in your organisation should complete the
questionnaire.

Anonymity
We can assure you of complete anonymity. All responses will be aggregated together and none of
the raw data will be passed to the HSE. Greenstreet Berman Ltd is an independent research and
consultancy organisation. Please visit our website at www.greenstreet.co.uk or call Sara Marsden
on 0118-931-9609 if you want further information about the company or survey.

If you need health and safety advice we are sorry we are unable to help, but please see the back of
this booklet for information on HSE’s general advice service.

The questionnaire should take about 10 minutes to complete. Please return it in the reply
paid envelope provided. Your co-operation would be gratefully received.
Greenstreet Berman Ltd, First Base, Beacontree Plaza, Gillette Way, Reading, RG2 0BS
=
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About you
1. How many people does your entire organisation employ?
Circle one number only

Under 10
employees

11 to 50
employees

51 to 250
employees

251 to 1,000
employees

Over 1,000
employees

1

2

3

4

5

2. What is your job title?

3. How would you describe the industry/business/sector(s) in which your organisation works in e.g.
social services, personal finance, health service, construction etc.

4. How would you describe the nature of your organisation’s work, such as residential care homes,
financial consultancy, medical supplies sales & distribution, electrician training?

5. Which of the categories best describe what sector(s) your organisation works in?
Circle numbers for all that apply

Agriculture & forestry

1

Mines, quarries

14

Banking, finance, accounts & insurance

2

Other services (e.g. laundry, hairdressing,
estate agents etc)

15

Catering, eating and drinking places

3

Police, fire, ambulance, defence service

16

Charitable & membership organisations

4

Professional services (e.g. legal, consultancy)

17

Civil service / central government

5

Utilities (gas, water, electricity)

18

Construction, e.g. decorators, builders,
plumbers

6

Repairs

19

Education

7

Wholesale

20

Healthcare

8

Retail

21

Hotels & other lodging places

9

Social services

22

Local authority / regional government

10

Telecommunications (incl. post, IT, phone)

23

Leisure

11

Transport (aviation, road, rail & ships)

24

Manufacturing

12

Voluntary work/ charity

25

Media & publishing

13

Other, write in:

26
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Circle one number in each row

To what extent do you agree with each of the
following statements:

=
Strongly
agree

Agree

Unsure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

6. The name of the sector(s) given in question 5 for
my organisation provides an accurate indication
of my organisation’s work activities.

1

2

3

4

5

7. The name of the sector(s) given in question 5 for
my organisation provides an accurate indication
of our hazards.

1

2

3

4

5

8. The name of the sector(s) my organisation works
in (given in question 5) provides an accurate
indication of the health and safety regulations
that apply to my organisation.

1

2

3

4

5

9. There is only a small range of significant
occupational health and safety hazards posed by
the activities of my company.

1

2

3

4

5

10. We have a wide range of different types of
work, such as office-based admin, handling of
heavy goods, operations of machinery and so on.

1

2

3

4

5

11. The hazards in our workplace(s) can pose a high
risk.

1

2

3

4

5

12. We only do a small number of types of work,
such as office based VDU work and occasional
handling of boxes etc.

1

2

3

4

5

13. There are lots of organisations that do the same
type of work as us, (such as lots of schools, lots
of grocers, lots of take away restaurants ... )

1

2

3

4

5

14. My organisation carries out one or more specialist
type of work that presents a particular hazard(s).

1

2

3

4

5
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15. Which of the following hazards or activities have you
identified as a potential significant risk to health and safety
in your organisation?

Circle all that apply
Definitely

Possibly

No

a. Computer screens (VDUs) / keyboard work

3

2

1

b. Manual handling (e.g. lifting and moving)

3

2

1

c. Repetitive strain injuries (RSI) or other upper limb disorders

3

2

1

d. Stress

3

2

1

e. Slips and trips

3

2

1

f.

3

2

1

g. Falls from height

3

2

1

h. Collapsing structures

3

2

1

i.

Striking stationary objects

3

2

1

j.

Being hit by falling or flying objects

3

2

1

k. Moving vehicles in the workplace

3

2

1

l.

3

2

1

m. Sharp edges

3

2

1

n. Driving on the road

3

2

1

o. Noise

3

2

1

p. Asbestos

3

2

1

q. Dermatitis

3

2

1

r.

Vibration

3

2

1

s.

Flammable or explosive substances

3

2

1

t.

Harmful substances / chemicals

3

2

1

u. Biological agents / hazards e.g. diseases from animals,
legionnaires, hepatitis

3

2

1

v. Electricity

3

2

1

w. Radiation

3

2

1

x. Extremes of temperature

3

2

1

y. Acts of violence

3

2

1

z. Lone working

3

2

1

aa. Animals

3

2

1

bb. Mobile phones

3

2

1

Moving parts of machinery

Confined spaces
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To what extent do you agree with each of the
following statements:

Circle one number in each row
Strongly
agree

Agree

Unsure

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

16. I can easily identify which HSE (Health and
Safety Executive) publications apply to my
organisation

1

2

3

4

5

17. I know which health and safety regulations apply
to my organisation

1

2

3

4

5

18. The guidance in HSE publications is clearly
relevant to my organisation

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

19. HSE guidance is available for all of the hazards
associated with my organisation’s activities

20. Please read the list of terms below. Could you please choose and rank the five
most likely terms you would use to search for / identify health and safety
information related to your organisation and what work it does?

1 = Most likely
2 = next most likely
3 = third most likely
etc

a. Work activities, such as working at height
b. Work environments, such as office
c. Your industry or sector, such as education
d. Your occupation, such as nurse
e. Your grade of job, such as manager
f.

Specific hazards, such as noise

g. Your company size, such as small business
h. A specific regulation or set of regulations

21.

1 = best
2 = next best
3 = third best
etc

Read the list of publication types below. Could you please choose your top 5
preferred types of health and safety publications?

a. One guide that covers all health and safety requirements for what my organisation does
b. A single guide that summarises all health and safety regulations
c. A single guide specific to my sector, e.g. “Health and Safety for Manufacturing”
d. A single guide specific to my sub-sector e.g. “Health and Safety for Plastics
Manufacturing”
e. A series of guides, one for each hazard, such as one for noise, one for VDUs etc.
f. A guide for my role, such as Office Manager or Maintenance Engineer
g. A series of Regulation specific guides, such as one for the Noise at Work Regulations etc
h. A general introductory guide to health and safety management
May 2002
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Circle one number

22. To what extent do you think that it would be feasible for
a single guide, such as “Health and Safety Essentials for
schools”, to adequately cover the main health and safety
issues in your sector?

Very
feasible

Feasible

Unsure

Probably
not
feasible

Definitely
not
feasible

1

2

3

4

5

Circle yes or no

OPK Do you have any particular or specialist hazards or
activities that require specific health and safety advice?=

Yes

No

If “Yes”, please say which hazards or activities. If “No” please go on to the next question.

Circle one number in each row
Definitely

Probably

Possibly

No

a. A wish to keep up to date with HSE requirements

1

2

3

4

b. Publicity about a new HSE publication

1

2

3

4

c. Becoming aware of the danger posed by a hazard

1

2

3

4

d. A new regulation is published

1

2

3

4

e. My organisation starts to do a new work activity

1

2

3

4

f.

1

2

3

4

g. A visit from the HSE/Local Authority health and safety
inspector

1

2

3

4

h. A HSE mailshot / bulletin / email

1

2

3

4

24. Which of the following are most likely to prompt you to
seek information from the Health and Safety Executive?

An accident or near miss

i.

A change in your personal health and safety
responsibilities at work

1

2

3

4

j.

Concern about your organisation’s health and safety
performance

1

2

3

4

k. Advice from a consultant

1

2

3

4

l.

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Request from a customer

m. Something else: Write in:
=
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Circle one number in
each row
Yes

No

Unsure

25. Would you like to be put on a HSE mailing list that advised you of new
publications that may apply to your organisation?

1

2

3

26. Would you be interested in creating a customer profile on an HSE internet web
site so that they can identify information that may apply to your organisation?

1

2

3

27. Do you have access to the internet at work?

1

2

3

28. Would you be interested in an e-mail update service from HSE Books?

1

2

3

29.

1 = top
2 = next best
3 = third best

mlease indicate in order of preference the three main ways in which you
would wish to receive information about HSE publications.
a. Access to an HSE internet website
b. HSC newsletter
c. HSE publications catalogue
d. Trade Association
e. Direct mailings in the post
f.

E-mail updates

g. Via a health and safety consultant
h. Articles in trade journals
i.

Magazine adverts

j.

Book shops

k. Word of mouth
l.

Conference stalls / exhibition stands
Circle one number per row

30.

How often do you do any of the following:?

Monthly

Every 3
months

Yearly

Less often
than yearly

Never/ not
applicable

a. Monitor the HSE’s publications to see if anything new
has been published or revised

1

2

3

4

5

b. Search the internet for publications

1

2

3

4

5

c. Read professional journals, newsletters etc

1

2

3

4

5

d. Read health and safety magazines / journals, such as
The Health and Safety Practitioner

1

2

3

4

5

e. Read trade magazines, such as The Grocer

1

2

3

4

5

f. Get information from trade associations

1

2

3

4

5

g. Make use of specialist publications such as Croner

1

2

3

4

5

h. Phone the HSE about publications

1

2

3

4

5

i. Get advice from a consultant about H&S

1

2

3

4

5

j. Get advice from your company’s H&S advisor

1

2

3

4

5
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31.

1 = top
2 = next best
3 = third best

mlease indicate in order of preference the three main ways in which you
would wish to receive free or priced HSE publications/information.
Enter 1, 2 & 3 into both the Free and Priced columns.

Free

Priced

a. Downloadable file from HSE web site
b. Emailed electronic document
c. A hardcopy (paper) in the post
d. A CDROM
e. Video
f.

DVD

=
=
32. Do you have (or have access to) at work any HSE publications?
Do not count a Health and Safety Law Poster.

Yes

No

33. Which publication(s) would you recommend that the HSE advertise or place an article in, to
reach your type of organisation?
Please write in title of publication here

Many thanks for your time and help in
completing this questionnaire
If you need any health and safety advice, please contact

Infoline
Tel 08701-545000 (Monday to Friday 8.30am – 5pm) email hseinformationservices@natbrit.com
epbÛë=ïÉÄëáíÉ=áë=ÜííéWLLïïïKÜëÉKÖçîKìâ====
=
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APPENDIX 4 TERMS USED BY RESPONDENTS
Sector self-descriptions
Agriculture
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
Wholesaler
Agricultural Sales
Agricultural Services
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
aquaculture (fishfarming)
Architecture
Construction - Landscape
Equipment hire - agriculture, leisure
Equipment hire - agriculture, leisure
Food Industry
Food Industry
Food Manufacture
Food Manufacture
Leisure
manufacture - chemical
regeneration/environmental
Retail - garden
Retail - garden
Retail - pharmacy

Q4. What do you do?
Sales and Distribution
agricultural sales and distribution
Agency
Machinery Sharing Co-operative
Consultancy
Growing Crops
Arable Crop Production
manufacture
agriculture
salad production
farming x3
mixed farming
growing sales distribution
sales and distribution
farming of fish from ova to market size
Landscape Consultancy
Contractors
retail
sales
Agriculture
Sales and Distribution
meat supplier
manufacture
leisure
Chemical Manufacture
community development and regeneration
Retailer
Retail Sales
Pharmacy

Construction
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
shopfitting
water and sewage support services
Building services
Building services
Building services
Building services

Q4. What do you do?
mechanical engineering
survey, repair and construction
Ventilation
Services
planned maintainance
installation and maintainance
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Building services
business services
Civil engineering
Civil engineering
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction

Extraction
service provision
Petrochem Eng.
Construction
Glass Processors
Mechanical and Electrical Contractor
Building and Civil Engineering
Commercial Building Construction
Gas Servicing and Installation
Sales and Distribution
Building
Building
Design and Fabrication
Services
Building
General Contractors
Construction
Building Services
Refurbishment
Maintenance to Mainly L/A
Supply and Installation of Street Lighting
Electrical Constructing
General Construction
Electrician
Electrical Contracting Installers
Supply and Fix
Building
Residential
Construction
contract and domestic flooring
design and build contractor
physical construction
industrial building
sheet roofing, traditional lead, copper etc.
interiors contractor
residential development
contracting
installation of central heating
sales distribution
residential
building contractors
roof and wall cladding systems
building and mainatinance
house builders
main contractor
electrical contracting
decorating contractor
domestic heating and plumbing
building
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Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction - electrical
Construction - House Building
Construction - House Building
Construction - House Building
Construction - services
Construction - services

mechanical and electrical engineering
civil engineering contractors
construction
commercial and industrial buildings
new homes
mechanical building services
construction management
services
carpentry and joinery
building contractor
sub contractor to house builder
general builders
building services, controls engineers specialist contractors
supply and fix carpentry for major
construction firms
renovation and restoration of property
commercial
property developer and builders
sales of windows, doors,conservatories
contractors
glass merchants
bathroom installation
social/private developments/refurbishments
all types of construction
Groundworks
Civil Engineering
Supply Installation
Mechanical and Plumbing
Civil Engineering
Upgrading
Mechanical and Plumbing
Housing and Commercial
construction
construction and fitting
industrial
construction
Roads and Sewers
Service and Maintenance
Installers
Social Housing Refurbishment
Commissioning
education
general building
domestic, commercial and industrial electric
Developer
house building developer
housebuilding/construction
small works contractors
sales and services
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Construction - services
Construction - services
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Flooring Company
industrial
insulation contractors
Manufacture
Manufacture - construction
Manufacture - furniture
manufacture - steel
Plumbing/Glazing
Plumbing/Glazing
Plumbing/Glazing
private and public sectors
private and public sectors
Retail
Retail - business
services to the water industry
services to the water industry
services to the water industry
Transport and Guilding Services
water industry

project manaegment
construction services
manufacture
sheet metal works
installation
service sector
environmental consultancy
contracting
gub- contract
Specialist Joinery Manufacturer
Shopfitters
industrial services
Repairs
Removals
Refurbishing
installation and maintainance
domestic and industrial heating
sales and distribution including aftersales
service
Lighting and Electrical Maintenance
water metering
plumbing
leakage
Transport and Construction (Managing
Contractors)
maintenance

Education
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
1the mechanical services sector
All
Charity
Childcare
Childcare
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education
Education

Q4. What do you do?
gas training and assesment
IT Training
healthcare, schools, workshops
Education
Children's Nursery
Education
Training
vocational training
teaching and research
education two and half till eleven years
music teaching agency co-operative
education
training
independent school
education
eduacation
school
teaching children
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Education
Education - Higher
Education - Higher
Education - Higher
Education - Higher
Education - ofsted inspection training
Education - ofsted inspection training
Education - ofsted inspection training
Education - school
Education - school
Education - school
Education consultancy
other
other
Professional Body
Professional Body
Professional Body
Professional Body
Professional Body
Professional Body
Professional Body
professional service
Service Industry
Service Industry
support services
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Voluntary

education
University
Higher Education
further/higher education courses
education and training
Inspection
Educational Consultancy
Training
School
teaching and research
education
conultancy
education
education
exam/awarding body
training
training
examining body,proffesonal membership
membership proffesional intersests
recruitment
library and social services for solicitors
motivation and human performance
Training and Development
training
consultancy
health and safety
delivery of training programmes
behavioural training
training
vocational training
food hygiene
nvq's care and training development
first aid
Charitable

Finance
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
Civil engineering
Finance
Finance
Finance
IT software
Manufacture and distribution
Manufacture and distribution
Manufacture and distribution
Retail - IT

Q4. What do you do?
Construction
insurance company
financial services
risk manaement consultancy
IT Services and Software Supply
Plastics Manufacturing
Distribution to Hotel and Retail Section
Sales, Maintenance and Supply of
Ingredients for Vending Machines
Sale and Rental of Computer Hardware,
Software and Services
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Social Landlord
Social Services
Social Services
Social Services
Social Services

Providing General Needs and Sheltered
Accommodation
residentail care homes
community housing
special needs housing projects
property mainainance

Local Authority
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
supported housing
Automotive manufacture
Automotive manufacture
Emergency Services
Emergency Services
Emergency Services
Emergency Services
Emergency Services
Emergency Services
Emergency Services
Emergency Services
Emergency Services
Emergency Services
Forestry
Housing Association
Local Authority
Local Authority
Local Authority
Local Authority
Local Authority
nature conservation
nature conservation
nature conservation
Other services
Public Service
Public Service
Social Housing
Waste Management

Q4. What do you do?
special needs housing management and
support services
Design
Manufacturing
Public Service
Police
Fire and Rescue Service
Fire and Rescue Service
public service
extinguishing of fires
emergancy service
rescues from fires /vehicles
traing
fire safety
landowner and forest management
housing association
Provision of Public Services
local government
emergancy service
local authority
clerical/dealing with the public
land management research
consultancy
community education and participation
Engineering
police force
local government
social housing provision
waste

Hotels and Catering
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
Catering
Catering
Catering

Q4. What do you do?
Restaurant
restaurant and takeaway
office and manufacturing environments
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Catering
Catering
Catering
Catering
Construction
Construction
Entertainment
Entertainment
Entertainment
hotel and catering
hotel and catering
hotel and catering
hotel and catering
hotel and catering
hotel and catering
hotel and leisure
Leisure
Leisure
manufacture, leisure, retail
nightclub/bar operatives
Other
Service Industry

hotel and restaurant
catering
sports ground public catering
hospitality catering in sports grounds,
theatres etc.
Housing
Small Commercial
restaurants
bars
discotheques
accomodation and food service
contract catering
hotel and restaurant
uk holidays
hotel group
service industry
service
timeshare sales and management
hotel
brewery production, hotels, wine shops
leisure- food and drink
Restaurant
agency

Health and Social Work
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
Automotive manufacture
Biotechnology
Biotechnology
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector
Care sector

Q4. What do you do?
training
medical research
principally cancer therapies
Residential Care Homes
Care Home
Care Home
care home
care home (nursing)
care homes
care homes
residential care homes
residential care
homecare
care homes for older people
domiciliary care provider
charity
day services
health service
housing association
education
horticulture dept
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Chamber of Commerce
Chamber of Commerce
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
charity - mental health
charity - mental health
Childcare
Childcare
Docks
Education
Govt agency
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare

Trade Assistance-SME
Training Services
Care in Own Homes
youth work
holistic therapeutic centre (residential)
support
provide voluntary oppertunities and care in
the community
charity
after schools work
information and advice
youth homelessness advisory and info
service
play schemes
day centre
supported housing
all day care and early education child3 mth
to school age
childrens day nurseries, after school
schemes,holiday schemes, shoppers creche
service provider
training and awarding
custody of people commited by the courts
Provision of OH Advice to Wide Range of
Local and National Employers
Provision of Medical Care (Acute)
Hospital/Care Home
Care Homes
Clinic
Independent Private Hospital
Care Home
Medical Supplies
Acute Healthcare Trust
Care Homes
Health Services
Nursing Home
Hospital
Consultancy
Care Home
Provision of Mental Health Services
Residential/Nursing Homes
Care Home
Care Home
Treatment and Care
theraputic and training
residential care home
smoking cessation
residential care home
care homes
health care clini providing inpatient,
outpatient facilities
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Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare - retail
Healthcare - retail
Housing Association and care sector
medical research (private)
professional service
Recruitment
Recruitment - Retail
Recruitment - Retail
Registered Social Landlord
Registered Social Landlord
Registered Social Landlord

acute healthcare provider
health care, health improvement
acute hospital
acute hospitals
nursing homes
residential care home
residential care home
residential care home
residential care homes
hospitals and diagnostics
community and in-patient mental health care
facilities
acute hospital
acute hospital care
acute NHS trust hospital
care village sfor older people, including
independent living
hospitals
nursing care homes
hospital - general
primary care
health provision
health care
long term residential
nursing homes
domiciliary care
health insurance
private healthcare
acute care hospital
residential health care
care homes
private clinics
(psychiatric/addiction/disorder)
Sales and Distribution
Rentel Health Units
residential/nursing care homes
nursing homes
healthcare
opticians
specialist retail
residential care homes, home care services,
sheltered housing
sales and distribution
advice and guidance
recruitment/employments agency
Sales
Recruitment
General Needs Housing
Supported Houisng
Care Homes and Sheltered Housing
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residential homes
Retail
Service Industry
Social Landlord
Social Landlord
Social Services
Social Services
Social Services
Telecommunications
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training -Technical
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary
Voluntary - care (mental health)
Voluntary - care (mental health)
Voluntary - care (mental health)

care home
sale diet programmes
provision and healthcare services
Care Homes
Sheltered Housing
Homecare
child care facilities
care homes, furhter education and support
services
Training Provider
Government Fund Training Provider
commercial and government funded training
provider
client of social services training
customer service
government funded work based learning
admin/it
retail
enterprise and business skills training
Training
Older People
advice, information, research and
campaigning
Support Job Search
supported accomodation
day support
vocational training

Manufacturing
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
site safety
site safety
site safety
Aerospace
Aerospace
Automotive manufacture
Automotive manufacture
Automotive manufacture
Automotive manufacture
Automotive manufacture
Automotive manufacture
Automotive manufacture
Automotive manufacture
Automotive manufacture
Building services
Building services
Building services

Q4. What do you do?
manufacture
sales and distribution
post sales service
Sub-Contractor
information technology
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
manufacturing
manufacturing
manufacturing
engineering and manufacturing
research
design and construction
manufacture
manufacture and supply
maintenance and repair
modernisation
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Building services
Ceramics industry
Civil engineering
Construction
Construction
Construction - House Building
consumer goods
Electronics
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering
Engineering

installation of vertical transport equiptment
Manufacturing Bathroom Products
Welding Fabrication and Machining
Sales and Distribution
supply and erect of structural steelwork
manufacturing of holiday homes
manufacture, sales and distribution
design and manufacture
Manufacture
Quarry Plant Manufacturers
manufacturing, sales and distribution
manufacturing bearings
component manufacture
textile machinery manufacturers
manufacturer of air conditioning
Engineering
units/systems
Engineering
engineering
Engineering
aerospace
Engineering
manufacturing
Engineering - manufacture
Engieering Company
Engineering - manufacture
manufacturing
Manufacturing of Soft and Alcoholic
Beverages
Food and Drink
Food and Drink
Sales and Distribution
Food and Drink
soft drinks bottling and caning
Food Industry
Food Manufacturing
Food Industry
Food Manufacture
Food Industry
manufacturer
Food Industry
manufacturing
Food Industry
frozen bakery products
Food Industry
manufacturing
Food Industry
retail
Food Manufacture
Manufacturing
Food Manufacture
manufacturing food
Food Manufacture
manufacturing
Food Manufacture
manufacturing and distribution
Food Manufacture
food processing and distribution
Food Manufacture
production
Food Manufacture
pork processing - slaughtr to end product
Food Manufacture
food processing and abattoir
Food Manufacture
food manufacturer
Food Manufacture
processing
Food Manufacture
sales and distribution
Food Manufacture
sales and distribution
Food Manufacture - breakfast cereals manufacturing
Food Manufacture - brewing
manufacturing
Food Manufacture - brewing
sales and distribution
health and beauty
manufacturing and selling
industrial
ceramics manufacturing
IT
I.t reseller and mainainer
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Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Maintenance
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture

Repair of Equipment
service provider
Manufacturing New Beds
Refurbishment of Furniture
Manufacturing
Diecasting and Assembly of Vehicle Locks
Manufacturing of Plastic Packaging
Biscuit/Cake
Printing
Production
Steel Fabrication
Aircraft
Healthcare
manufacturing
instrument and moulded product
manufacturing
automotive industry
manufacturing of ac alterations
food production
producer of household products
product assembly, sales and disribution
paper making
manufacturing
ceramics
furniture
materials and components for the footwear
industry
manufacture
sales and distribution
filtration media manufacture
manufacture of industrial pumps and spares
auto electrical
food
manufacturing
manufacturing
manufacturer
textiles
glass container manufacturer within a
packaging organisation
manufacture of domestic garage doors and
sliding door hardware
manufacturing
manufacturing
food production
printing
printing
founory - grey iron casting
glass containery
Sales and Distribution
sales and distribution
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Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture - bakery equipment
manufacture - chemical
manufacture - chemical
manufacture - chemical
manufacture - chemical
manufacture - chemical
manufacture - chemical
Manufacture - Clothing
Manufacture - construction
manufacture - electrical carbon
components
manufacture - engineering cutting
tools
manufacture - metal products
Manufacture - metals
Manufacture - packaging
Manufacture - Pharmaceutical
Manufacture - Pharmaceutical
Manufacture - pharmaceutical
Manufacture - Pharmaceutical
Manufacture - Pharmaceutical
Manufacture - plastics
Manufacture - plastics
Manufacture - Sanitary ware
manufacture - textiles
manufacture - textiles
manufacture - textiles
Manufacture - textiles
manufacture - textiles
manufacture - textiles
Manufacture and distribution
Manufacture and Retail
Manufacture and retail
Manufacture and Retail
Manufacture and Supply
manufacture, installation and
maintenance
Manufacturing - Steel
microbiology
microbiology
Newspaper Publishing and Printing
Newspaper Publishing and Printing
Oil industry service
orthopaedic and aerospace
Paper and printing

sales and distribution
sales and distribution
direct sales
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
production of agrochemicals
manufacturing
chemical manufacturing
chemical manufacturing
Sales
sewing factory
modular/volumetric buildings
manufacturer
manufacture
manufacture metal products
Manufacturing
packaging manufacturing
Manufacturing
manufacturing and laboratory based
research
manufacturing
Sales and Distribution
Administration
Manufacture
manufacturing
Manufacturing and Distribution
Manufacturing
Manufacture and Sales of Bed Linen
manufacturer
manufacturing
manufacturing
producer of garments
manufacturing and distribution
Window Blind Manufacture
manufacture and retail
Sales and Distribution
Sales and Distribution
sales, installation and maintenance
manufacturing
manufacture
growth media
Publising
Printing
engineering manufacture
manufacturing
worldwide diverse organisation,
manufacture and supply of currency and
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Paper and printing
Paper Handling Equipment
Pharmaceuticals
pork meat processor
pork meat processor
precision engineering
Printing
Printing
Quarrying/Extractive
Sales and Service of Graphic
Equipment
Tourism
Tourism

currency management
security systems/solutions
Sales and Distribution
Manufacturing
wholsale meat process
distribution
bearing manufacturing
Manufacturing
promotional display and signs
manufacturer
Sales and Service
sales
distribution

Membership Orgs
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Charity
Govt agency
Govt agency
Govt agency
Housing Association
museum
Not for Profit Social Housing
Registered Social Landlord
Social Housing
Social Housing
Social Housing
Tourism
Travel/Leisure
Voluntary

Q4. What do you do?
Supporting Young People
Training
advice and couselling
Employment
youth clubs/sport
Advice
mediation, training and housing
lunch clubs
management of historic sites/buildings
research
advice to government and historic building
owners
Social Housing
national museum
Housing for Rent
Care Homes for Elderly Adults
Housing Association
Housing Association
Social Housing
statutory tourist board
Trade Body
childrens charity

Other Services
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
Security
Shoe Repairs/Key Cutting
Acountancy

Q4. What do you do?
Manned Guarding
Retail
Cartered Accountancy
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Acountancy
Acountancy
Acountancy
Acountancy
Acountancy
Architecture
Architecture
Architecture
business services
business services
Care sector
Civil engineering
Civil engineering
Cleaning Services
Construction
Docks
E-Commerce
Electronic Security
Equipment hire
Exhibitions and events
Finance
Finance
Finance
Food and Drink
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Installation and repair - lifts
IT
IT
IT
IT
IT
Legal services
Legal services
Leisure
Leisure
Leisure
Leisure
Manufacture
manufacture - chemical
Market Research Consultancy
Media
Medical Devices
Printing
Printing
professional service
professional service

consultancy
business and accountancy services
accountancy
accountants
accountancy services/advice
Design Consultancy
commercial architectural service
design and construction
Recruitment and Training
consultancy
Recycling
Consultancy
consultancy
office cleaning, upholstrey cleaning
Quantity Surveying Service
Logistics
Discussion Consultancy
Installation
portable sanitation site services
design and project management
computer service and support
insurance broking
independent financial advisors
drinks manufacture
Cosmetic
Clinic
Non-Surgical
service
Computer Consultancy
IT Sales, Distribution and Training
Consultants
I.t consultancy
I.t consultancy
development
legal advice
legal consultancy
Amusements
Sales and Servicing
Leisure Centre
leisure
print
environmental consultancy
Market Research Service
advertising agency
Development and Manufacturing
Consultancy
Broker
Materials Testing
legal
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professional service
professional service
professional service
professional service
property investment and management
property investment and management
Recruitment
Recruitment
Recruitment - Aerospace
Retail
Retail
Supplies - engineering
television/entertainment
Transport
Waste Disposal/Road Haulage

consultancy
consultancy
training
technical services research
asset management
auctioneers
Recruitment
recruitment /investment
Recruitment
Specialist Retailer
Hairdresser
sales and distribution
television post production
Courier Services
Transport

Retail and Repair
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
builders merchants
Vehicle Distribution
Vehicle Distribution
Vehicle Distribution
Wholesale and Retail Store
Wholesale and Retail Store
Agriculture
Agriculture
Agriculture
Automotive manufacture
Car sales
Car Sales
Car Sales
Car Sales
Car Sales
Car Sales
Car Sales
Car Sales
Car Sales
Car Sales
Car Sales
Ceramics industry
Construction
Construction
Construction - Leisure
Distribution - Electronics
Distribution - Electronics
Distribution - engineering
Distribution - medical

Q4. What do you do?
builders merchants
sale of new and used vehicles
parts and accosseries
fuel and repair maintenance of vehicles
Textiles
Fashion
Agrochemical Sales and Distribution
Sales
Production
vehicle accident damage repairs
Fleet Management
Vehicle Sales
Sales
Motor Vehicle Repairs
sales and service
restoration of vintage vehicles
Distribution
Service
New and Used Car Sales
Servicing
Car Part Sales and Petrol Forecourt
ceramic manufacturing and retail
Sales and Distribution
building industries
Play Equipment Supply
Sales and Distribution
sales and distribution
sales and distribution
sales and distribution
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Distribution - musical instruments
Distribution - Process Equipment
Drinks supply
Electrical Retail
Electrical Retail
Electronics
Equipment hire
Finance
Finance
Fitted Kitchens
Fitted Kitchens
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Healthcare
Lighting
Mail Order
Mail Order
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
Manufacture
manufacture - chemical
Manufacture - furniture
manufacture - navigation
Marine Services
Motorcycle Accessories
Other services
Other services
professional service
Quarrying/Extractive
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail
Retail

sales and distribution
Sales and Distribution
sales and distribution
Sales
Services
manufacturers
Plant and Vehicle Hire
Financial within the Food Industry
insurance broker
Import
Distribution
Sales
medical supplies
Marketing
Distribution and Service
Distribution
Sales and Distribution
Sales and Distribution
Sales
Food Manufacturing
metal manufacturing and installation
manufacturing
fabrications
Service
Processing
Manufacturing
Distribution
Manufacturing
retail and manufacture
sales, manuracture and distribution
technical advice to the marine industry
Sales
Sales
Service
sales and distribution
Production
Sales and Distribution Nursery Goods
Sales
Selling Goods to Public
Food and Household Retail
Retail
Retailing
Retail
Retail
Retailer
Sales
retail sales
sales and distribution
food and non food reatailing
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Retail
Retail
Retail - Food
Retail - Food
Retail - service sector
Retail and Distribution - Cosmetics
Sales - pharmaceutical
Sales - pharmaceutical
Sales and Service
Service Industry
Service Industry
Supplies - engineering
Waste Recycling Logistics

sales and distribution
Sales
sales and distribution
sales
card and gift retailers
Sales and Distribution
Sales
Marketing
Compressed Air Maintenance
Sales
retail
engineering
Services Industry

Telecommunications
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
1Broadcast
1Broadcast
Communications
Communications
Communications
E-Commerce
IT
IT
Media
Service Industry
Telecommunications
Telecommunications
Telecommunications
Telecommunications
Telecommunications
Telecommunications
television/entertainment
Voluntary

Q4. What do you do?
installation
operation and maintainance of
communications and broadcast transmission
facilities
Build and Install Comms Equipment
Tower work
Networking
marketing consultancy
consultancy
software development
television production
ISO9000 Consultancy
Service Provision
Provision of Wireless Messaging Services
Telecoms
land mobile satellite communications
marketing
network operator
sales and servicing and airtime
broadcaster
Broadcasting

Transport
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
aircraft handling
aircraft handling
Airline
aviation

Q4. What do you do?
Provision of Customer Services
transport manual handling
Commercial Aviation
aircraft
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aviation
aviation
aviation
Bus operator
Bus operator
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction - House Building
Construction - House Building
Construction - Manufacturing
Distribution
Distribution
Docks
Equipment hire - construction
Finance
Haulage
Haulage
Haulage
Haulage
Haulage
Haulage
Haulage
Haulage
Haulage
hotel and leisure
Leisure
Leisure
Leisure
Logistics
Logistics
Marine Services
Marine Services
Marine Services
Marine Services
Marine Services
Marine Services
Marine Services
Marine Services
Marine Services
Oil and Gas Exploration
Oil and Gas Exploration
parcel handling
Public Service
Public Service
Public Transport
Public Transport
Public Transport

service industry
baggage
cargohandling agents
Provision of Local Bus/Coach Services
public transport
Construction
Design
Facilities Management
Waste Disposal
Haulage
Warship Refit and Refurbishment
distribution
transport and warehousing
Port Operator
sales and distribution to the construction
industry
Lloyds Insurance Broker
Trade and Domestic Logistics
Distribution of Goods Through UK
Road Haulage
Transport
office environment
distribution
service sector - consultancy
warehouses
vehicles
hotel operator
Sightseeing Tours
sales and distribution
cruise ship operation
Chilled Distribution
Transport and Warehouse Services
Towage
Marine Salvage
Maritime Services
Marine Plant Hire
Towage
Labour Supply
Salvage
Lifeline Service
safety services
Marine
Shipping
distribution
Bus and Coach Operations
bus company
Public Transport
Providing a Bus Service
Public Transport Provider (Bus Operator)
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Public Transport
Rail transport
Retail
Road Transport
Road Transport
Sales and Distribution - Cards and
Gifts
Service Industry
Service Industry
Service Industry
Service Industry
Service Industry
Service Industry
Shipping
Shipping
Shipping
Shipping
Shipping
Shipping
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport
Transport - offshore helicopter
Transport and Distribution
Transport and Distribution - Parcels
Sector
Transport and Warehousing
Travel
Travel
Travel
Utility Services Contracting and Civil
Engineering
Warehousing and Property Letting
Warehousing and Property Letting

provision of local bus services
Transport
travel agency and investments company
Storage and Distribution of Products by
Road
supplying transport services to anyone
Sales and Distribution
Sales and Distribution
Ferry Transport
road transport
marine leisure industry
international couriers
warehousing/distribution logistics
Shipping Services
Shipping
Cargo Handling
transport
shipping -ro ro ferries
Personnel
Airline
Ferry Operator
Operations
Inshore Ferry Service
Parcel Delivery Service
Road Haulage
Train Operator (PSGR)
Ships Agent
Train Operating
Commercial and Tourist Transport
Public Transport Provider (Bus Operator)
Removals
transport
freight forwarding
Distribution
storage
distribution
Transportation
sales and idstribution
Parcel Distribution
distribution
Travel Services
Tour Operating
travel direct / retail
Contracting
Property Management
Warehousing Services
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Utilities
Q3. What Is Your Sector?
Aggregates and Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction
Construction - offshore
Electricity Generation - Power
Industry
Energy - Oil and Gas

Q4. What do you do?
Quarrying
Construction
Geotechnical Services
designing and building- heavy civils
Manufacturing
construction (steel)

Manufacturing
Consultancy
distribution of electricity from 132kv to
Energy sales - Electricity and Gas
240v
Energy sales - Electricity Distribution Distribution
Energy sales - Electricity Distribution Engineering
Offshore Oil and Gas Industry
Crane Management
Offshore Oil and Gas Industry
Operation
Offshore Oil and Gas Industry
Engineering
Oil and Gas Service
Wellservices
Oil Process
Refining
Quarrying/Extractive
Raw Material Supply
Quarrying/Extractive
Opencast Coal Mining
Quarrying/Extractive
construction materials suppliers
Utility
provision of water abd sewage services
Waste Management
Waste Collection, Treatment and Transfer
Waste Management
waste disposal/reclaimation
Waste Management
Landfill
Waste Management
Quarrying
Aggregates and Construction
Quarrying
Construction
Construction
Construction
Geotechnical Services
Construction
designing and building- heavy civils
Construction
Manufacturing
Construction - offshore
construction (steel)
Electricity Generation - Power
Industry
Manufacturing
Energy - Oil and Gas
Consultancy
distribution of electricity from 132kv to
240v
Energy sales - Electricity and Gas
Energy sales - Electricity Distribution Distribution
Energy sales - Electricity Distribution Engineering
Offshore Oil and Gas Industry
Crane Management
Offshore Oil and Gas Industry
Operation
Offshore Oil and Gas Industry
Engineering
Oil and Gas Service
Wellservices
Oil Process
Refining
Quarrying/Extractive
Raw Material Supply
Quarrying/Extractive
Opencast Coal Mining
Quarrying/Extractive
construction materials suppliers
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Utility
Waste Management
Waste Management
Waste Management
Waste Management

provision of water abd sewage services
Waste Collection, Treatment and Transfer
waste disposal/reclaimation
Landfill
Quarrying
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Biocides
BSE
Chemicals
COSHH

HSE website list
(our annotations)
Accidents
Alcohol abuse
Asbestos
Adventure activities
(committee info)
Agriculture
airports

COSHH widely known,
other specific terms
commonly used,
including products

- COSHH, Chemical handling; Chemical processing; Chemical Usage; Chemical Use; Chemical use and
handling; chemicals; chemicals/processes used on shop floor, hazardous substances, carcinogens
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- See also terms under “dusts” + terms for carriage of Dangerous Goods under “transport”

- spray booth; spray painting; spraying of isocyanates/ acid catalysed lacquers; spraying of paints containing
isocyanates; tolene di – isocyanate; work involving isocyanates, paint spraying; paints and associated health
surveillance powder coating; degreasing tanks with tricloetheylene; Handling hydrocarbons under pressure; sale
of fuel from forecourts; working with hot bitumen, PVC fumes; working in heavily contaminated soils,
Sharps/needles, clinical waste, Infection Control, control of dust and flour dust in the baking industry,
degreasing tanks with trichloroethylene, Use of Substances used in Metal Finishing, water treatment, welding
fumes, chlorine, preservation chemicals, solvents, use of dishwater powder (COSHH), glutaraldehyde, ammonia,
handling refrigerants, preservation chemicals, Silica

Large variety of terms

Comments

- Bulk chemical storage; hazardous chemicals in bulk

Horticultural machines and practices, working on farms/in managed forests/ near water, chainsaw use
Aircraft Movements; Aircraft Refuelling; aircraft turnaround; conservation work on a wide range of exhibits
from uniforms to aircraft; safety at airports and around aircraft; safety of passengers

Asbestos; asbestos handling; identification of asbestos in buildings; asbestos removal

Accidents;

Respondents’ terms

HSE web site a to z of terms for hazards versus respondents’ terms

This table shows the terms respondents used against the term in the HSE web site hazard A-Z list thought most likely to link to appropriate guidance.
(Some assumptions were necessarily made about what respondents’ terms meant).

Hazard terms used

Drug abuse
Education
Electrical Safety

Ceramics
Certification (electrical
equipment)
CHIP
Competence
COMAH
Dangerous Substances
(committee info)
Dangerous Pathogens
(committee info)
Display screen
equipment
Diving
Docks
Devolution
Diseases
Dust

Catering

HSE website list
(our annotations)
Compressed air
Confined spaces
Construction work
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Security of children and staff, science
Electrical appliances; contact with electricity; electrical; electricity; electricity at work; electricity (high voltage);
electronic equipment manufacture; live electrical control panels; mains equipment; occupational exposure to
electromagnetic fields; powered plant; test of high voltage electronics

Hepatitis; infection control; legionella; legionellosis; legionelle control; leptospirosis, hepatitis
Control of dust and flour dust in the baking industry; cutting dust; noise and dust assessment; dust explosions;
flour dust

Diving;
Ship refits and associated activities in the dock, berthing and mooring

DSE; DSE regs, VDUs

Sharps/needles, clinical waste biological agents/hazards, hepatitis, Infection Control, micro-biological

Competence; working in the gas industry and proving of competence of operators
COMAH top tier

Confined space working; confined spaces; work in confined spaces; working in confined spaces
Building operators; Building Safety; CDM; CDM regs; work related to construction sites; construction;
construction activities; construction work; working on a construction site; construction sites; Cranes; tower
cranes, demolition; design a safe building; digging activities; dismantling and building work; drilling;
fabrication and welding; general hazards associated with construction; hand tools; scaffolding; tower cranes;
tunnelling, blasting, blow lamps, use of cement, deep excavations, tunnelling
Catering; delivering meals to the elderly; food hygiene; food safety; safe food storage; handling and storage and
usage of foodstuffs; hygiene; operating cold store; operating kitchens; school kitchens

Respondents’ terms

Wide range of meanings
understood by
“electrical”

Wide range of meanings
understood by “dust”

Food safety commonly
thought to be “health
and safety”

“Building” commonly
used where
“construction” guidance
is appropriate.

Comments

Health Services
Healthy workplaces
Home working
Hotels
HSE contact details
Injuries
Inspection
Ionising radiation (see
radiation)
Legislation
Leisure
Local Authority

Genetically modified
organisms
Gas

Food safety

Foundries
First Aid

Explosives
Environment
Fire and explosions

Entertainment

HSE website list
(our annotations)
Engineering

COSHH, COMAH, DSE, CDM
entertainment and adventure activities
Sharps needles

Ionising radiation; ionising radiation, lasers
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Bulk liquid and gas storage; working in the gas industry and proving of competence of operators; gas safety;
working with gases
Health service; personal care/ medication administration; sharps and needles
Unsuitable footwear

food hygiene; food safety; safe food storage; handling and storage and usage of foodstuffs; hygiene; operating
cold store; operating kitchens; school kitchens,catering
Genetically modified organisms

First aid

Dust explosions; explosive atmospheres; explosives;
Contamination; Contamination of water supply, emissions
Fire evacuation of disabled patients; fire management; fire; fire safety; fire; flammable; flammable liquids;
flammable substances; high temperature and fire safety; storage of flammable liquids, Dust explosions, PVC
fires, ammonia

Auto engineering, light engineering; onsite machinery installations and servicing; power presses; rolling and
pressing machinery; specific equipment maintenance
Special effects; stunts; TV programme production – depending on content

Respondents’ terms

Variety of meanings

Food safety often
considered a h&s issue

Fire often considered a
h&s issues.

“Leisure” frequently
referred to

Comments

Offshore Oil and Gas
Organophosphates
Paper and Board

Mines
Newsletters
Nuclear
Noise
Non ionising radiation
Office hazards
Occupational health

Metal work

Motor industry
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Paper guillotines; paper manufacture; timber mill activities; circular saws

Offshore work environment; offshore/onshore helicopter landings; onsite machinery installations and servicing

nuclear
Noise assessment; noise; noise; noise and interference
(See radiation); non ionising; radiation, occupational exposure to electromagnetic fields
Office management

Handling; safe handling and lifting; lifting; lifting and handling; lone working and manual handling; man
handling; manual handling; manual handling and lifting of objects; manual handling in funeral homes; manual
handling of people; movement of molten glass crucibles; moving and handling; moving and handling of people;
moving and handling of patients/clients; patient handling; moving heavy vehicles; moving or handling;
moving/handling; Moving or handling (patients); moving people safely, ;, carrying hazards
See transport; moving heavy vehicles; moving vehicle interface with pedestrians; re-spraying of motor vehicles;
vehicle repair; vehicle contractor mix related to times of tenancies for events
Metal Melting Process; plating process; use of substances used in metal finishing; welding; welding/brazing;
welding fumes
Mining

Manual handling

Rarely referred to by this
term

A term not well
understood. Potential
confusion with RIDDOR
major accident category
and general English
usage.
Handling, lifting,
movement/moving
objects & people, and;
carrying hazards

Lone working often
linked to other hazards –
violence, manual
handling, travel

Lone working; working alone; lone working – risk of violence; lone working and manual handling; Lone
working and visits to clients with mental health problems; lone working/ travelling

Occupational Health related issues; Operational policing; personal responsibility of managers/employees; safety
of visitors
hazardous chemicals in bulk; hazardous substances; major accident hazards; visiting dangerous plants;

Comments

Respondents’ terms

Management of health
and safety
Major accident hazards

HSE website list
(our annotations)
Lone working

Road safety
Rubber
Railways
Regulations
Riddor
Safety Management
Sewage
Signs and Signals
Slips
Stress
Small Firms
Smoking

Retail
Risk Assessment

Repetitive Strain Injury
Residential Care homes

Printing Publications
Quarries
Radiation

HSE website list
(our annotations)
Personal Protective
Equipment
Pesticides
Plan of Work
Plastics
Pressure systems
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Slippery floors; slipping; slips, trips and falls; slip/trip, working at heights on demountable tank containers
Stress; stress and violence, Challenging behaviour

Rail maintenance; railways; train operations
COSHH, CDM, DSE, COMAH
Accidents
See management of health and safety
Work with sewage; water treatment;

Bus driver risk assessment; dynamic risk assessment for operational policing; risk assessment in a clinical
setting; risk assessments;
Highways maintenance; road planning; road transport vehicles movements; traffic; traffic management, driving

radiation,; handling radioactive substances; laser radiation; microwave – RF Hazards; radiation; radiation
(medical); radiation (ionising); radioactive sources; radioactivity; radiography; radiography work; radiological;
RF radiation from satellite communications antennas
Ergonomics; repetitive strain; RSI (WRULDS risks), Upper limb disorders,
Moving and handling patients/clients; moving or handling (patients); nursing care of frail elderly patients;
restraint

Plastics manufacturing, PVC fires
Control of pressures; high pressure air; pressure; pressure vessels; pressure systems; pressurised systems, air
receivers
Special guidance on printing industry special machine models

Risk assessment in
specific settings

PPE – term rarely used
spontaneously

Unsuitable footwear; use of protective gloves

pesticides

Comments

Respondents’ terms

Work Experience
Work places
Working time
Work related upper
limb disorders

Work Equipment

Wholesale
Woodworking

Veterinary medicine
Vibration
Violence

Transportable Pressure
Equipment
Transportation Notes
Technology/Trends
Textiles
Training
Toxic Substances
Upper limb disorders
VDUs

HSE website list
(our annotations)
Transport
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Ergonomics, RSI, ULDs, assisting in surgery in static postures

Work in coldstores, sub zero temperatures, Work Place Transport, traffic, traffic management

Vibrating tools; vibration
Stress and violence; abuse / violent attacks; violence; violence and aggression; violence at work; violent
interaction with prisoners; vulnerable areas of the building for secure units, Challenging behaviour
warehousing practice and power/loler
Circular saws; use of wood working machinery and power/hand tools; wood machining; woodworking
machines; woodwork machinery
Lifts and hoists, lifting equipment, abrasive wheels, Machinery; Machining; machining operations, specifically
grinding; band saw use, chainsaw use, Fork lift trucks, hand tools, heavy machinery, heavy plant, hot surfaces,
MEWPs, power presses, powered plant, Rolling and Pressing Machinery, circular saws, Use of Woodworking
Machinery and Power/Hand Tools, application of safety software

Outdoor training; training
(See chemicals); toxic substances (medical)
Ergonomics
(See also display screen equipment) - DSE; DSE regs; VDU; VDU’s; use of VDU’s; VDU operation; VDU
related work; VDU usage; VDU work; working with VDU; working with VDU’s and office administration

See transport
modern technology; science

Carriage of dangerous good; carrying of dangerous goods; transport of dangerous goods, transportation of
hazardous materials, Carrying Hazardous Products at Bulk, chlorine, sale of fuel from forecourts, flammable;
flammable liquids; flammable substances; storage of flammable liquids, cryogenics
Control of pressures; see transport and pressure systems

Transportation of hazardous materials; driving; bus driver risk assessment; driving at work; driving minibuses;
kerbside collection vehicles; loading and unloading of steel stock; safety of passengers; site traffic movement;
traffic; traffic management; transport in the work place; transport of dangerous goods; workplace transport
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Term itself not used by
this group of
respondents

Comments

HSE website list
(our annotations)
Young people
Zoonoses
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Children; children activities; employing young persons
Leptospirosis
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